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COLUMBIA CHRONICLE
Co lumbia Co ll ege Ch icago ' s \\leek ly news paper

Addressing the issues

Karen
Fischetti
dies at 85

o Columbia remembers
scholarship co-founder
as 'generous spirit'

By Jennifer Sabella
News Ednor

Chronicle

Columbia President Warrick L. Carter discusses the school's growth during his third State of the College address March 23 in the
Ferguson Theater, 600 S. Michigan Ave. Students who heard the speech had concerns about issues such as campus security and
a potential student center.

Carter tackles growth, Students speak out about
space issues in address president's comments
By Jeff Danna
News EditOi
With an ever-growing student
body and an increase in the number of on-campus residents,
Columbia needs space for people
to gather and socialize, said
Columbia President Warrick L.
Carter in his March 23 state of the
college address.
However, Columbia does not
yet have sufficient financial
resources to tackle all the challenges facing the college at this
time, he said in his third address at
Columbia.
"We're maturing in all the right
ways," Carter said. "We have a
thriving community with all of the
challenges that a community of
some 10,000 to 15,000 peopte
will create."
He cited a current student population of more than 10,000 and
an 82 percent retention rate from
fall 2004 to spring 2005 as signs
of Columbia's transfonnation inlO
a "major league institution. "
Columbia is now the second-

largest private coUege in Illinois
behind DePaul University.
One of the challenges Columbia
faces is the debate over plans for a
student center. In his address,
Carter expressed his support for an
on-campus student center, but
added that the
college may not
see it built in the
immediate future.
For the past
five years, officials have debated building a student center at
Wabash Avenue
and 8th Street on
the site occupied
by Buddy Guy's
Legends.
On March 8,
architect Linda
Seali, who was
hired by the
Office of Campus

See Address,
Page B

Bv Jeff Danna
News E<itOi

An hour before Columbi a
President Warrick L. Carter
delivered his state of the college
addre ss March 23, severa l
Student Government Association
members paraded around campus with a megaphone and picket
sign s hoping to
draw stud ent s'
atte ntion
to
would
issues
Carter discu ss.
The
SGA
members were
voca l abou t what
they believe is a
need for a stu dent cent er and
increased securi ty around cam pu s.
"We 're
the
;I
SGA
, so our
SGA senator Jeff Frieders
lobbies for a student center main priority is
address ing the
prior to Carter's address.

needs of stude nts," said SGA at large senator Jeff Frieders, who
carried a sign that read, "Where
is o ur student center?"
During the address, Carter
indicated that building a student
center remains a concern for the
administration and the board of
di rectors, but due to financia l
constrai nt s, it might not be completed in the near future.
Right now, Carter said administrators are primaril y concerned
with maximizing space in the
school's exi sting buildings, in
pan by moving department s and
other fa cilities to new location s.
But a student center could be
th e answer to those space iss ues.
said SGA Vice President Robyn
Martin. The center wou ld not
just be a place for soc ia lization;
it cou ld serve as a multipurpose
facility that includes class room s,
office s, ga ll ery spac e and an
auditorium among other ame ni ties.
" Instead of reshufning [spaceJ
See Reaction , Page 3

Karen Fisc hetti , wife of late
Pulitzer prize winnin g Chicago
Sun-Times cartoo ni st John
Fischetti and co-fo under of the
25 -year-old Fi sche tti scholarship, and died in a Lincoln Park
Hospital of natural causes on
March 20 at the age of 85.
After her husband 's death in
1980, Fischetti worked with former Columbia pres ident Mike
Alexandroff to establi sh a scholarship for Co lumbia student s
and profess ional cartoo ni sts in
he r hu sba nd s' name. Since
198 0. the Joh n Fischett i
Scholarship has been awarded to
more than 400 Columb ia journa lism students.
"Columbia Coll ege Ch icago's
journali sm department has lost a
great fr iend and a generous spirit." said journalism fac ult y
membe r Rose Economou.
At the time of her deat h,
Fischetti was planning the 25 th
anni ve rsary celebrat ion of the
F.i sc ~ett i Scholarship. The ceremony is still set for April 7 at
the HotH ouse , 3 1 E. Balbo
Dri ve, at 5:30 p.m. , where several journalism students as well
as a profess ional cartoonist will
be presented with awards. Thi s
is the first time since its inception Fischetti will not personally
present the awards lO the winners at the ceremony.
"Many of us came to know
Karen via the annual Fischetti
Editorial Cartoon Compet ition,
the annual fundra ising event for
the endowment," said Columbia
President Warrick L. Carter in a
written statement. " For the past
23 years, Karen ha s been the
face of thi s annual event and a
member of the Columbi a com munity."
Fisc hetti. who was born in
Denmark . bec ame a fli ght attendant at the end of World War II.
She
wa s
tran sferred
to
LaGuardia Airport in New York
in 1946, where she met her
future hu sband , John. Th ey marri ed in 1948.
Senior jo urnali sm major and
cartoon ist Scott Carl son was
awarded a Fisc hetti Scholarship
last yem, and said the scholarship mean s more to him th an the
tuition money.
See Fischetti , Page 6
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You fool.

Hungry like a
Wolfowitz

The Chronicle rocks
out in Texas

Check out OUf Apri l
Fool's issue and
laugh about it, please
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Andrew Greiner
Editor-in-Chief

%1

The breakdown of government
emocracy is a governme nt for th e people by
the people. At least
that 's what I've been
told all my life. But recent
national eve nt s make il seem
like our country is desi gned as a
government for one person by a
handful of others.
The case of Terri Schiavo. the

D

woman who has lain nearl y lifeless in her Florida hosp ice bed
for the past 15 years, made its
way to the U.S. Congress on
March 18 in the form of a spe-

cial emergency session.
On Capitol Hill, 156
Repub li cans and 47 Democrats
voted to pass the new legislation, a one-time piece of legislation designed lO give the
woman's parents the right to ask
a federal 'judge to reinsert a
feeding tube that was keeping
her alive. Five Republicans and
53 Democrats voted against it;
174 members did nO( vote.
At I : II that morning ,
President George W. Bush was
yanked o ut of bed to sign
Terri' s Law into effect.
This law is o nly going to be
used o nce, only fo r Terri
Schiavo. The e mergency session
wa s called in order to override a
Florida judge's ruling that a
feed in g tube sho uld be take n
out of a brain dead woman at
th e req uest of her hu sba nd.
Thi s legis lati on was passed to
save a woman's life , but in the
process it severe ly wounded our
country. To see why, o ne onl y
has to loo k to a simple grade
schoo l civ ics lesso n.
At be nsguide.gpo.gov, a c ut e
website produced by th e U.S.
Government Print ing Office, a
small ca rtoon caricature of Ben
Fran klin leads vis ilo rs through
th e different govern ment lesso ns.
According to cartoon the Ben
Franklin, the U.S. government

is broken into three se parate
branches: the judic ial, the legislative and the executive.
These separa te branches of the
government were created by the
founding fathers in of th e
Constitution to ens ure that one
group did not have too muc h
power.
The legi s lative branch, or
Congress, has the power to
make laws for the nation- the
key phrase here being "for the
nation ." The executive branch,
or the president, has the power
to ratify those laws. And the
judicial branch, the courts,
enforces the laws.
This process was going swimmingly in the Schiavo casethat is, until the Bushes got
involved. As the case was moving through the courts, judges
from various levels in the judicial process agreed at every turn
that the woman's feeding tube
should be removed, in line with
the wishes of the brain dead
woman's longtime husband.
It should have stopped there,
and never made it to the national spot light. But Florida Gov.
Jeb Bush created specia llegislation that overruled the courts
and allowed the feeding tube to
remain.
But Flo rida courts overruled
Gov. Bush and thi s cartoon Ben
Franklin breathed a s igh of
relief. All was right with our
cou ntry again. Until Congress
did it s very best to tra mple the
institution o f democ racy. They
even we nt so far as to subpoena
th e brain dead woman, because
if she were a federal witness it
wou ld be il legal to inflic t harm
on her. Then came the emergency sess io n and Terri 's Law,
the o ne time legi s lation that was
not drafted " for the nati on," but
for one woman.
A mino rit y group of congressmen decr ied th e session as a

" grotesque" m isuse o f power.
Illinoi s Rep . Rahm Em manuel
said Congress ha s no bus iness
getti ng involved in family mat ters. He's right.
The congressional interest in
Terri Sc hia vo 's case is not a
right - to- life matter. It is not a
quality of life issue. It has
nothing to do with medical
ethics. mora l high ground or
Bible thumping. but everything
to do with grabbing power.
What Congress and the president did on March 18 was find
a way to circumvent the cornerstone doctrine of our country:
Separation of powers . A number of legislators did not agree
with one court decision and
they tried to flex their political
muscle in order to have it overturned.
The new legislation officiall y
gave Schiavo's parents a way to
move past a lower court's decision to remove the feeding tube
and ask federal judges for a ruling in their favor.
The case finally made its way
to the Supreme Court o n March
23. Thankfully, the Supreme
Court judges remembered their
elementary school government
lessons and upheld the decision
of the lower courts to remove
the feeding tube. The Supreme
Court understands the importance of having a separation "of
powers a nd a syste m of checks
and balances.
I guess it's a relief that one of
the three branc hes of government kno ws how government is
supposed to work. Now if we
can on ly get Co ngress and the
pres ident to take the cartoon
Ben Franklin tour and learn a
littl e about the ir jobs, our country mi ght go back 10 being a
balanced democracy once again.

-agreiller@ clirolliclemaii.com

What are your thought, on
"II'S hard to
say, But it's up
to Ihe family
because she
can 't speak lor
herself."
-Rashaunda
Brooks,
Junior,
Film and Video
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Glass Curtaill Gallery at (312)
344-6650.
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Media party 2005

Imagining peece

The Studs Terkel Awards Benefit
Columbia's Cultural Studies pro- is what the college calls one of the
gram presents Imagining Peace: best parties of the year, and it takes
Culture and Conflict in Northern place on April 6 in the Arts C lub.
Ireland on April 6 as part of its 201 E. Ontario St. Columbia
Spring 2005 Intersections panel President Warrick L. Carter and
series. The panel will discuss how others will honor four Chicago
the conflict in Ireland is portrayed journalists as well as one Columbia
through art and literature, and sev- - student receiving the Studs Terkel
eral artists will show their work Scholarship. All proceeds from the
that relates to the dispute. The event go to the Community Media
event takes place in the Chicago Workshop. Tickets for the benefit
C ultural Center, 78 E. Washington are $85.
For more in/ormation, cOlllact
St., in the first floor conference
room at 6 p.m. and is open to the le,mifer Layne jn the Community
Media Workshop al (312) 344public.

For more information, colltacr
the Liberal Educatioll Department
al (3/~i, ,344-7295.

•

The art of evil

C-Spaces and th e G lass
C urtain Gallery host "Axis of
Evi l: The Secret Hi story of Sin"
April 6 through May II. The
ex hibit, curated by Chicago
artist Mi c hael Hernandez de
Luna , features the work of 47
stamp art ists from all over the
globe. The artwork dea ls with
the pe rceptio n of s in. The exhibit is in the G lass C urtain Gallery
in the 1104 Center, 1104 S.
Wabas h Ave. Admiss ion is free.

For more ill/ormario", call the

6400.
•

Parodying politics"

Ii

The Telev is ion Department prese nt s " Making Polilics Funnier:
'Daily Show' Write" Tell All." The
event is a satell ite seminar, live
from New York, where Comedy
Central's ''The Daily Show" writers will discuss generating ideas
and their opinions about the show.
Co lumbi<i students can ask the
writers quest ions over the telephone. The event is free and held in
Room 131 4 of the Alexandroff
Campus Center, 600 S. Michigan
Ave.

For more ill/ormation contact
Eric Scholl al (312) 344-7959.
Tae

CI!)IL'U Ml& 1IA
ClHl lKl!) ~m::1LlE

If you have
an upcoming event or
announcement, call
The
Chronicle's
news desk
at (312) 3447~54 or email
chronicle@
colum.edu.
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The Field House Lab Theater Company's first production , 'Orpheus Now,' a modernization of a classic Greek story run s th ro ugh Ap ril 19 at the
StoreFront Theater, 66 E. Randolph SI.

Theater gives Columbia grads voice
Field House Lab Th eater Company debuts with 'Orpheus Now '
By Debra Fine
Staff Writer

Perkins-who was responsible for
a number of other arChitecturally

ning through April 19 at the
StoreFron t Theatre, 66 E.

When Gigi Buffington, a parttime Theater Departme nt faculty
member. started work a couple of
years ago to create a new theater
company in a borrowed space at a
C hicago Park District fi e ld house,
she knew she had stumbled on to

renowned C hicago buildings from
the tum of the century. T he large.
open space with ilS strong, Asian-

Randolph 51.

sOmething spec ial.
The bui lding, located in Hamlin
Park near Be lmont and Dame n
avenues on the c ity's North Side,
was designed by noted Prairie
School arc hitect Dwigh t H.

Reaction

influenced woodwork and naturally reflected light im mediate ly
inspired her and encouraged her
dream of creating a new theater
company.
T hat dream has become a reality with "Orpheus Now," a modem
interpretation of the Greek tale
created by the Field House Lab
Theater Company, currently run-

Field House Lab, the theater
company na med after that fi rst
rehearsa l space, is comprised of
seven e nsemble mem bers who
almost a ll have strong connections
to Col umbia. In fact, that fi rst
rehearsal space at Hamlin Park
came about thanks to a relationship with the school.
"[The theater company's} name
has a Columbia con nection, just
like everything else in my life,"

Buffi ngton said. She heard about
the space from Nana Shinefl ug,
who has been an instructor a t
Col umbia for 25 years. Shinefl ug
had been using the space, and she
told Buffington the space .was
open during the first fou r weeks
the company was worki ng.
" W hen somebody hands you a
space [that beauti ful }, you begin to
thi nk that you're supposed to be
doi ng what you're doi ng,"
Buffington sa id.
In Field House Lab, Buffington,
who serves as artistic di rector fo r

the company a nd teaches at Act
O ne Stud ios on the Near North
Side, has helped create a company
that is devoted to approaching its
work in a new and cri tica l way.
T he company uses a variety of
tec hniques to phys ica ll y work
through ideas to find mean ing.
" I was burning with a desire two
years ago to start working with
people in Chicago in a ve~y spec ific way," Buffington sa id . " It
involves wresting text out of phys-

effectively addressed campus safety issues.
During the Q-a nd-A session,
director of campus safety
Ma n ha Meegan, who ass is ted
Cartc r in fielding questions, sa id
students s hou ld repo rt susp icious activi ty and issues of campus sec urity to her. But Holland
said she and Carter shou ld discuss ways to he lp st udents fee l
more comfortable being in the
South Loop at ni gh t.
Carter said the I st Di st ri ct, the
arca that surro unds Co lumbia, is
consi dere d one of the safest
areas in C hicago and the sc hoo l
has a security office r who
patrols Co lumb ia 's campus
every hour.
"Wc necd to put ou r security
guardS through a more rigorous
form of evaluation before they
get the job," Holland said.
Sec urit y issues and a student
ce nte r weren ' t the o nl y topics on
studen ts' minds during the
add ress.
Carter's s tatements about how
Columbia is trying to recruit
more international s tudent s
intrigued Patrid O'Connell, a

junior marke ting communications major who was in the audience . Also, as a student who
studied in Dublin after grad uating from high sc hoo l, O'Connell
was interested in hearing about
Columbia's connection to th e
Dublin Institute of Technology.
" I thoughl he did a good job of
fie lding questions," O'Connell
said. "The whole event was well
orchestrated." He also said he
would have liked to hc ar about
Co lumbi a's baseball leam. the
Coyotes, and whe ther Ihe :-.chool
will organize more sports leam s
in the flliure. Carter did not dis cuss sports in his addrc:-.s.
Brian Matos, an at -Iargt.: SGA
senator, also said he was plca~t.:d
with the president's comments.
The address was a good 0pporlU nity for the SGA to find oul where
the president stands on the l",sue
of a student center, he said .
Now the SGA is hoping to
explain to Carter wh y the y
believe a student cent e r :-. ho uld
be a top pri Orit y.
,," m happy he addre:-.:-.ed th e
iss ues . but now it' s up to us to
respond," Matos said .

See Theater, Page 8

COflrilluedjrom From Page

th e wrong way , we need to
resh uffle the right way," Mart in
sa id . "We know, as students,
th in gs take time. One thing
we're concerned about is land
prices going up
Carte r acknowledged th~t if a

s tudent center should become a
reality, it would li kely be part of
a mu lti purpose building.
Danielle _Simon, a freshman
mu sic business major, attended
Carter's address and said she
thought there was too ~uch d is-

cussio n about a student center.
" It 's not happening in the near
future, " she said. For the time
being, Co lumbia 's cam pus has
sma ll er areas where students can
congregate.
Simon said she thought other
issues could have
been morc prominen t
. in
the
address and Qand-A
session,
s uc h as ca mpus
sa fet y.
Her
concern
about safety was
s hared by the

5GA.

The

g roup's
march
around campus
was pan of a
cumpaign
to
make
students
feel comfortable
about expressing
safety conce rns
to the studen t
govern ment, said
SGA
senator
Jacob Holland.
Jacob Holland works to makes students aware of Carter's address and issues
He said he did
like campus security and a possible student center.
not think Carter

Aprit 4, 2005
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CaRlPCHI
SURlRleR JOBS

Television Deptartrnent

Columbia

c • "

, "

C"

Ie , . 0 tf;'

Program Guide for University Center on Channel 32

Now hiring a Video Specialist:

Campus Update
Columbia's forum for campu, news, announcements, events, weather info & more ...
MWFSu: 6Q, 80, 100, 12p, 2p, 4p, 6p TRSa: 70, 90, 11 0, lp, 3p, 5p, 7p, 9p, 11p

Exposure
Profifes of Columbia', faculty, staff & students in their field of expertise.
This week', feallJred artist,: Gory Verkin"~ Brion Smith & Kri,tie Vicencio
MWFSu: 10:300
TRS: 7:30p

. leach kids ages 9 to 16 the aearive and rechnkal
aspecrsof video produerion. (hi's professional
studios are set in afun, laid-back environment'
rhor inspires aealive work.

PrtHiuce and edit camper videos
Train campers In camera operation,
editing, sound, storyboarding, lighting,
production and special effects
Digital equipment includes
(anon XLI and Sony MinlDV

HotSpots

Afos~paced, entertainment program that visits different venues around Chicago.

Featured: Flat Top Grill, Cold Stone Creamery, Second Gty Comedy Club
MWFSu: 11 :300
TRSa: 8:30p

Out on A Limb
The Television Deparlment's Ernmy nominated sketch romedy program.
MWFSu: 12:30p
TRSa: 9:30p

Garners

(Nl)

Be the first.to learn of new videa game systems 000 get a chance to checkout a
popular bOuJique st~e video game shop of !he Hollywood elite.
MWFSu: 8:00p
KC i~ a ~!\~\" :n ~d~'fl~ cu. (X'lr:':ur.'ly a~c !«t<V~~WIIP;)'1 p'_Q(!l .:h~ ~y,+..,1, ft'd.~f~!;Cf\,'*..w:~ '",,"'''"'"' ;~''''',<I!ol''"" Ct'."I'

Reality Bar Crawl (Nl)

".

Acollege party is not a pony unless !he cast of two reality televi,ion shows
are invited. ~
MWFSu: 8:30p

AV Squad

(Nl)

College Town, USA (Nt)
The (few visits college compuses, hong-outs and students around the country.
This week'sopen house: University of Illinois ot UrbanrH:hnmpoign
MWfSu: 9:30p

•

The Music Center of Columbia College Chicago
1014 S. Michigan at 11.h St.
Hall

Greeks Games

EY -e n t s

?~~~
In the lobby every Monday at 12:30 PM

Chuck Suber: The Business of Music

11 :00 AM
Tuesday April 5

(Nl)

Comedians bonle head 10 liead for big money ond oudience loughs.
MWFSu: lO:30p
.
(Nl)

Players porticipate in wild olympic inspired events such as lube Luge and the
2K Relay.
MWFSu: 11 :OOp

Planet X (Nl)
Some of the very besl footage in extreme sports on the planet are revealed
in tropKol paradise.
MWFSu: 11 :30p

~,

Monday April 4

.

Just when you thought your car dRln't have any pemna&ty, Comedy Night School
tells the ,tory of a COl thaI has more than just 0 nickname.
MWFSu: 10:OOp

Funny Money

,

Concert

Hot new mlJSic videas of the spring !hot you don't want to miss.
MWfSu: 9:00p

Comedy Night School (Nt)

I

.

Student Concert Series

7:00

PM
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LE SUMMER
IN &LIZA
FALL 2005
---. IS

almost time to RE ISTER!
Your registration time slots for both Summer and Fall semesters can be obtained in mid-April by
going to the Register for Classes Screen on OASIS (under CX-Enrollment). Follow the instructions to see

what you r registration times will be. Time slots are based on the number of cumulative credit hours you have
accumulated. E-mails with your Fall registration time slot, and other registra tion information, will also be sent.
Your OASIS e-mail login format is as follOWS:
Firstname.Lastname
Example: Joseph.Smith would be your full e-mail login
Your e-mail password is the same as your original default OASIS password (u ntil YOU change it).
Rem ember, changing your password in OASIS does NOT change your e-mail password , and vice
versa. If you have problems logging into you r e-mail accoun t, please contact the Student OASIS Help
Line at 312-3 44-7788.

5

Seniors
"

~-

~

April :I,~] ~l!g'flntng at!i am

":Wed~esday, April 20 - beginning at 8 am
Thursday, April 21- beginning at 8 am
Monday, June 6 to Saturday June 11
The above time slots will remain open for summer registration until Saturday, June 11 at Midnight (CST).

Continuing degree-seeking undergraduate registration begins

Mon., May 2

Open Registration, lall students including degree·seeking & students at large) begins Mon., Aug. 1
Late Registration, (all students ineluding degree·seeking & students at large)

Tues., Sept. 6 - Fri., Sept. 9

The above time slots will remain open for fall registration until Saturday, Sept. 10 at Midnight (CST).

Orientation for new freshman and transfer students will be in July.
Students who owe an unpaid balance cannot participate in regist rat ion. Check your OASIS course and fee statement
for your current balance. Please contact the Student Financial Services Office at 312·344-7140 or e-mail
sfs@colum.edu to resolve any unpaid balance.

FOR FALL ONLY
Check with your major department to determine if faculty advising is requ ired. If so meet with a
faculty advisor before your registratio n time or as soon as possible. Faculty advising is not required for
Summer registration.
NEW FEATURE: (Fa ll only) on- line address updates. You will be required to update your Emergency Contact
information before you can register. You can also check and update your other addresses.

-

6 -Cl!(Ilpus News
I

.Fischetti

COIIJilluedjrom Front Page

"Wilhout scholarships like the
Fischetti. J wouldn't be able to
afford Columbia," Carlson said.
" When my dad went to school
here rin the late 1970s). he got a
Fischelti. and la st year J got a
Fischetti. 11 just felt good to
ha ve something running
in Ihe fami ly that he and
I cou Id both connect
with."
Outside of her work at
Co lu mbia.
Fi sc hetti
would regularly attend
events
for
the
Associa ti on of American
Editoria l Cartoonists as
we ll as reuni o ns for the
s taff of the Chicago
Daily News.
AAEC
SecretaryTreasurer Cullem Rogers
fondly
remembers
Fischetti as a family
friend w hom he ha s
known since the mid1980s. Rogers came to
Columbia in 1988 as a
nominee for a Fischetti
award whi le cartooni ng
at the Durham Morning
Herald
In
North
Carolina.
"She was always such
a grac ious lady and a
good friend." Rogers
said. "S he was a regular
prese nce at the editoria l
cartoonist conventions."
Fischetti's late husband.
John. won a Pulitzer Prize
for his cartooning work .1I
the Chk'ago Daily News.

He also worked for the New York
Herald Tribune and the Chicago
Sun-Times.
Fischetti is s ur vived by a
g randdaughter and three greatgrandchildren. and was buried
ne~t to her hu sband and two

sons in Connecticut.
The college is holding a
memorial service for Fischetti
on May IO in the Film Row
Cinema Theater of the 1104
Center. 1104 S . Wabash Ave .. at
2030 p.m.
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4 TH ANNUAL

!

TIC roc

ORM.blNCE

IVALl

ART

IN SEARCH OF •••
Art pieces that are site specific, to be performed in nooks and
crannies, hallways, lobbies, t he manifest festival site in Grant
Park, or along Wa bash and Michigan Avenue. Some locales in·
clude: lobbies of 623 S. Wabash and 1104 S. Wabash, windows
of both the Museum of Contemporary Photography and the
Conaway Center at 1104 S. Wabash, and outdoors in the sculptu re ga rden on 11th and Wabash.

CAL

PERr

REQUIREMENTS •••
Think outside the box · be it short or durational, Interactive, or
static, solo or collaborative, work should be performative with
a strong visual element. Performancesl insta llations wi ll take
place at manifest on Friday, June 3 between 12 pm - 7 pm, The
work can be durational for all or a portion of manifest.

,

PROPqSALS

$$$ STIPEND $$: THERE IS A STIPEND TBD

!

DOWNl~D

FOR PROPOSAL FORM SEE:
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ical improvisation. I had written pieces in
the past that were full ofl<:xt. but I was originallya modem dane.. and chorcograp/1er."

David MakllThe Chronicle

Actor Tony Sancho is Orpheus in the Field House Lab's production of 'Orpheus
Now' playing at the Store Front Theater, 66 E. Randolph St., until April 19.

Ad~

"Orpheus Now" is a retelling of the classic tale of Orpheus, who loses his voice after
losing his love. Eurydice. He decides to see
a therapist to guide him back to her in the
underworld, as he tries to heal from his loss
and find his voice as a creative soul.
Jeff Ginsberg. an ensemble cast member
and full -time instructor in Columbia's
Theater Department. believes that since the
company's retell ing of the Orpheus tale
focuses on a hero losing hi s arti stic expression by losi ng hiS voice. any arti st can relate
to the play.
Bu ffington sees the company's c hoice of a
debut producllon to be fitt ing. not onl y in
her ongm~ll arllstic vision for Field House
Lab but also as a reflection of the wider
world we li ve m.
" We 're sort or a socialist group in that we
wanted to bnng work that carried a social
message. and ha ve a story with a literary
struc ture." she said . "lOur first production]
needed a personal story. but also needed to
do more to address the times we live in."
To ny Sa nc ho. a Columbia grad and c urrent instruc tor. h'1S found deeper meaning in
the work as a result o r assuming the ro le or
the lead c haracte r in the work .
"The thin g I like about the piece is that
Orpheus' ow n personal hell is in his own
mmd ," Sancho said . " What I connect wi th
most I ~ that the thi ngs in hi s mind that stop
him- he can 't trust himselr, he 's very self-

ish, and he has a hIId time leltina go

onM

mistakes-all are things I undenWld . . .
him, and about myself as well."
White the debut production of .....
House Lab is an experiment in form .....
the potential success of the new cOfllPUlS
"Orpheus Now" is also an experiment ...
Storefront Theater. The 99~scat thealer.
located in the burgeoning downtown the--

aler districl and runded in pan by the
Chicago Department of Cultural Affairs,
has a miss ion to foster small and mid~size
theater companies in their infancy. By
offering free use o f the theater space iu
exchange fo r commitments to teach master
classes by working artists, the theater
allows companies to find their artistit
vis io n without the burden of heavy finan..
cial pressures .
For Sancho. the opportunity to work with
Buffington-one o f his fonner instructors If
Columbia- was enough incenti ve for him to
join Field House Lab.
"W he n Gigi called and asked if I would
read for a project. I sa id yes right awaybefore I even knew what the project was
about." Sancho sa id . 'That's how much I
wanted to work wi th her."

" Orpheus Now " milS from March 28
through April /9 at 66 E. Randolph St..
Tickets are $ / 5 ($/O/or Columbia still/ems).
Por show times call (3/2) 742-8497 or log
Oil to www.store/rollllheater.org.
-Additiollal
Anderson

reportillg

by

Mark

W.

COfllillued/rom Pro", Page

Environment, presented potential student
center ideas to the Student Government
Association .
Carter said. " It ·s on our plate. We arc
concerned about it."
A student center would cost about $30
million to build. Carter sa id, and the maj ority of its funding would come rrom donations to Columbia. So rar. the school has
rai sed about $1 million ror the construct ion
of a s tudent center.
In the meantime, the Office or Campus
Environment is working to maximize ga the ring and classroom space in Columbia 's
existing buildings by maneuvering raci li ties around campus. For examp le, Carte r
said, Co lumbia will make use of the nowempty Universal Bowli ng building. 619 S.
Wabash Ave., which wi ll help rree up space
elsewhere.
Along with other facilities, The A & D
Gallery will move into th e Uni versa l
Bowling building, c reating more space for
the Theater Department in the 11th Street
Campus building. 72 E. 11th St.. where the
gallery and department are c urrentl y housed.

Speaking out on security

In his address. Ca rte r also di scussed
Co lumbia 's growing prese nce loca lly,
nationally and abroad. In Chicago, he sa id,
Co lumbia's galler ies. performance s and
other artistic displays have attracted the
attention or people outs ide the school.
''Three- hundred thousand people a year
come to our campus to be engaged by us ,"
he said . " We provide c ultural leadership ,
arti stic leaders hip. for this ci ty."
Programs like the Conversations in the
Ans series, which brings celebrities to
Columbia to aUract potential donors and
teach workshops. have made people no tice
of the school who never noticed it in the
past. Carter said .
Columbia has also reached out to alumni
in cities like Los Angeles. New York.
Dallas and Atlanta to increase its presence
natio nally.
Carter said a new Advancement Office in
Los Angeles is serving the 2.000 alumni
who live and work in the city and helping
students make connections to that area .

While Columbia has only recenlly
eltabUshed a major prese nce nationally. it
is be,innin. to make connet lioRfll to intcr~
national inllitulionl in cities like Dublin,
Pralue a nd MolCow. Provol! Steve

Q-

"Sa fet y IS always o n our minds ," Carter
added .
Th e 1s t Di st ri c t. whic h enco mpasses
Columbia, is o ne o r the safest areas in the
dty. he said . Plu s. a rovi ng sec urity guard
SlOpS by eac h Columbia building at least
twi ce an hour.
Des pite th is. Jaco b Ho lland. Art s.
Entertainment
Media
Management
Department senator sa id he doesn't believe

Columbia's sec urity is effect ive .
"We really need to. work . o n 24-hour
security. si nce more studenls' ¥e living on
campus." he sa id .
Even though some students were concemed about specific issues. Carter said
that ove rall the coll ege is doing well.
" We're in good shape; we really a re,"
Carter said. " We do more things right than
we do wrong." '1-,' '"

While s tudents in the audience took
interest in all areas of Carter's speech,
includin g a potential stu - r--------------------------------------~
dent ce nt e r, they al so
expressed co ncern w ith
campus safety, an iss ue
Carter did no t discu ss until
th e Q -and-A portion of the
add ress .
Student
Government
Assoc iation Vice Preside nt
Robyn
Ma rtin
sa id
Columbia could benefit
from a greater security
presence around the South
Loop . On o ne occasio n,
she sa id , she was harassed
ou tside the 1104 Center.

t t04 S. Wabash Ave .. and

Globetrotting

Kapelke, who a.. I,ted Carter in the

and-A portion o r the addre ss. said the new
Acad e mi c Initiat ives and Internati o nal
Programs Office has he lped student s gain
educational experien ce abroad whil e
Co lu mbia gains international recog nition .

one of her rriend s was
mugged outs ide hi s South
Loop residence last year.
Columbia's
security
guards, she said, are unreli able. Occas ionally, s he
notices them reading, eating and convers ing with
friend s o n the job.
Martha Meegan. direc tor
of campus safety. who also
assisted Caner during the Qand-A sess io n. responded
by say ing Columbia 's secu~
rity in its buildings a nd
security around the South
Loop serves students we ll.
She sa id Co lumbia has
developccf strong relationships with security at othe r
neighborhood institutions
like the Pacific Garde n
Mi ssion, the 1st District
C hicago Police Department
and nearby coll eges.
She also said student s
need to take responsibility
for their safety by reporting
crimes, suspicious activity

.nd

poorly

performin¥

security auards to Ctl mpus

s..:urity,
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coming up: artwalk

e sale

Celebrate graduating student work at
manifest, Columbia College Chicago's
urban arts festival. Read the Chronicle
ever\,) week prior to manifest to learn of all
the thrilling events offered.
OGLE: the best fine art Columbia
has to offer on a self-guided
tour of more than 12 galleries
and studio exhibitions, with much
of the student artwork for sale.
The ArtWalk
Sale showcases
fine art, graphic design,
fashion, architectural studies ,
photograph\,), digital media
technolomj, and inlerdiscip!inor\,)
book and paper arts.

e

e

The manifest ArtWalk Sale features
free trolle\,) service and all da\,) self
guided tours with receptions from

CHICAGO

get involved!
S iulienl s, loik 10 your leaellsrs and
rJeparlmerd heofjs Clboul end-cf-:-:leor
(iepfJrtr nentu! exhibi t~ ond presen t (J t:Of1~
o r viBit (lI;r w ch sitc· to lind OlJt how
li\JI I c an bC (J por t o f manifest 05.
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Briefs from colleges
across the couotry
Tasers on campus
The use of Taser weapons by
police departments has sparked
a heated national debate ahout
whe th er the wea pon s are
humane or even necessary.
The
Univ e r s it y
of
Ma ss achu s et ts P o li c e
Department announ ced in
September 2004 that it is looking
into
purc ha s in g
the
weapon s, which ha ve been
deemed "nonl ethal" by offic ials
in the pas t.
UMass is c urrently a waiting
a review from the Executive
Offi ce of Publi c Safety before
purcha sin g th e Ta sc rs . Th e
EOPS re view m ay tak e a fe w
month s 10 compl ete.
"U Mass is nol currentl y purchasing Ta sers," said UMa ss
Chancellor Jo hn Lombardi .
"The state is evaluating the
safety of the devices and we
await
furth e r
information
before
considering
these
devices ."
The university may not cur·
rently have plan s to purchase
Tasers, but UMass police are
definitely con sidering the
weapons as an option. Four
officers are in the process of
being trained as Taser instructors .
Current ly, the four UMPD
officers musl receive an addi·
lional four hours of training to
be qualified as training instruc·
lors by the Commonwea lth o f

Ma ss achusetts.
Recentl y members of the
S tudent
Gov ernment
Associa tion , who ha ve
expressed strong disagreement
with the Taser idea , spoke with
UMass Police Chie f Barbara
O ' Connor and other police om.
cials on the Taser issue.
Taser International , a manu·
fa cturer of the weapo n, says
Tase rs can fir e at a target
between 16 feet and 21 feet
away. The weapon fir es two
needl es, whi c h pene trate the
skin and de li ver an e lec tri c
shock for abQut five seconds.
The wires de liver a SO,OOO· vol t
charge at 1. 36 j oul es of el ectri ci ty. By compar ison, a heart
defibrill ator has 300 j o ules.
O 'Conno r said UMa ss wi ll
be carefull y studyin g ·the
e ffects of th e Ta sers be fore
impleme ntin g an y poli c ies
re garding the ir use . Above all ,
she wants to maintain the best
level of safety for her offi cers.

Laptops to be required
A committ ee at Indi a na Stat e
Uni versity is assess in g th e fea sibility of a laptop initiati ve ,
whi ch
would
eventuall y
require all IS U students to purchase or lease laptop computers.
A lthough the laptop initia tive is currentl y in di sc uss ion,
the end res ult would not affec t
currentl y e nro lled stud ent s.

Enlightened break

College campaign

Texas A&M University student Philip Clark, 21 , of Houston, climbs the Army's Alpine Tower
on March 15, 2005, at Panama City Beach, Fla, Recruiters are using the tower, an obstacle course, video games, a mechanical bull and freebies such as T-shirts and towels to
promote the Army during spring break, Some students are receptive but others say they
want no part of the military because of the war In Iraq and the growing casualty hst.
said Susan Powers, associ ate
d ea n o f th e C oll ege of
Edu ca ti o n.
The freshman class o f 2006
or 200 7 would be the fir st
required to purcha se a laptop.
If ISU began requiring student s to purchase a lapto p, it
would be the fir st public instituti on in Ind ian a to require all
stude nts to have a lapto p co mput er.
II is d iffi cult setting a price
beca use th e cos t o f laptop s
co uld c han ge betwee n now and
Au gust 2006 , when th e fir st
fres hman class could lik ely be
required to have them , Powe rs
said .
The committee is still di sc uss ing
w heth e r
students
would bu y or lease a laptop. If
students are required to purchase laptop s, the cost would
be factored into finan c ial aid .
If the plan is approved , facult y will not be required to use
them in the classroom, but they
could be helpful to students for
taking notes and looking up
answers. Another ad vantage is
that students could purcha se
textbooks that are offered electronic ally for a cheaper price.

TV network connecting
colleges
A new tele vis ion ne twork
prese ntin g prog rams from 33
coll ege stati ons will begin airing on the Interne t nex t month .
Pra shant Chopra, chief architect
with
Campus
EAI
C onsortium, said the Open
Student Televi sion Network is
television created for students
by students.

The OSTN is powered by
Internet 2 and Campus EAI
Con sortium, a nonprofit tech-

nology group of more than 100
KRT
Julia Manian, an English education sophomore at the
University 01 Missouri-Columbia, prays during the adoration of the Blested Sacrament at the monastery 01 the
Benedictine sisters In northwest Missouri, Several MU students'are spending spring break experiencing the monastic lile,
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colleges and univers ities led by
Ca se
We ste rn
Res<:rve
University.

c reating a channel like MTV or to know students' names .
Co medy Central where the
Bennett said students and
in stitutions of the students professors share the responsithemsel ves are producing the bility of learning. .
shows themselves, Chopra
"Students should come presaid .
pared, and professors should
More than 100 institutions share interesting ways to teach
are invol ved in the OSTN, and students," Bennett said.
more than 3S are producing
show s and prog ram s. Th e ulti- From gas to batteries
mate goal is to have every
When Al Compaan" bougMt
institution in the country '
in vo lved with the OSTN.
his 1985 GMC S 15 pic,k-up
truck it got about 15 miles per

Smartness .is in the seats

gallon, Today, it goes about 40
miles- before it needs to be

A new theory is being introdu ced to teachers and students
that says if students sit in the
same seats every day, ' it can
actuall y improve their chances
of getting good grades in the
c lass.
Suzanne Delaney, a psychology professor at the University
of Arizona, said when students
sit in the same seats day after
day they are actually doing
something called " encoding
specificity, " which helps them
better remember the information they are learning, according to an article in the Arizona

recharged .
Compaan, chairman: f the
Physics
and ' Astronomy
Department and director of the
Eitel Center at the University
of Toledo, converted his truck
to an electric 'vehicle five years
ago.
ul wanted to demonstrate
that you can get away from
petroleum-driven cars ," he
said.

Daily Wildcat,
Delaney said encoding specificity 'has everything to do with
context, meaning the su rroundings a student is in when learning new material.
Be ing in the same seat or in
the same mood can help you
rem ember information, she
said.
. Indiana State University'S
ass istant psychology professor
Kym Bennett agreed that
encoding specificity could be
useful to students.
Based on her classes,
Bennett said students usually
sit in the same place every day
as opposed to random seating.
Students have different opin.
ions on seating. Junior Greg

Heselbarth claimed that a seat

The OSTN would allow uni -

is a seat, while sophomore

versity students to broadc ast
show s to every instituti o n
invo lved with th e ne tw ork.

Nikki Linstrom said it can be

Whot lhe OSTN is doin g is

ve ry be neficial to students .
'Be nnett said the only reason
she would ossiKn seats is to aet

The truck, which Compaan
uses daily, is powered by 20
six-volt lead acid batteries.
Road and weather conditions
play a factor in how long the
truck can travel, he said. In
cold weather the batteries don't
deliver as much charge.
The conversion took
Compaan about three months
of working on the car weekends and evenings with his son
and brother-in-law in
Compaan's garage.

The only special part he
needed was an engine hoist 10
remove the old engine-the

hardest part, he said.
Compaan spent S 10,000 on
the vehicle- S 1,000 for the
truck, S 1,000 for new paint,
S 1,000 for batteries and S7,OOO
for the electric conversion kit.
To accompany his electric

car, Comp..n built. lolar ceUequipped house, which il •
"net-zero user of arid electricity," me.nina the ,ol.r eeU,
aenerate as much power ••
Complln', hou.e u...,

~ tTl'fl
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Textbooks, notepads and iPods
o

Trial program at Duke University provides students with iPods to promote the use of infonllution technology

By Alan J. Baker
AssoCIate Ecklor

Most colleges welcome their
inco ming freshman during orientation with T-shirts. water boules
and key chain s. But al Duke
University. o fficial s di stributed

2008 iPods. one for each of the
1.650 freshmen.
To he lp widen the use o f informatio n technology o n campus.
the Board of Trustees cre.. tcd a

five -year plan called Building on

Excellence. an effort to IOvolve
mfonnalion technology IOto all
areas of campus and universi ty
life at Duke.

With $500.000 in funds the
board set aside for the plan in
2001, officials found something
they could provide to students that
would enhance thei r learning relationship with teachers.
Duke and officials from Apple
Computer met to discuss options.
a nd detennined that the iPod had
an overwhelming appea l to col·

Courtesy The Duke Chronicle
A Duke University student checks out the new iPod that was given to
him by the university, Duke oHicials equipped the entire class 01 2008
with 20GB iPods as part 01 their iPod initiative plan.

lege students.
" We wanted somethmg with an
audio and video compone nt that
could be used in class." said
David Menzies. manager of infor·
mation technology at Duke . "And
the iPod had a sho n learni ng
curve
The potential for creativity is
increased when students and fac·
ulty are provided with alternative
learning tools. Menzies said .
In fall 2004. Duke purchased
iPods for the entire class of 2008
as well as hiring an iPod comput·
ing specialist. for students who
require a ss i~tance . The iPods
come wi th a voice recording
device as well as a one-year warranty. which stude nts sign for
vouchmg they wi ll keep the iPod
until the warranty expires.
"None o f us were to ld we were
getting iPods until after we had
made our deci sion to come to
Duke:' said Rache l Mc Laughlin .
a freshmen from 51. Louis. '"They
were given to us as a n education·
al experiment and we were
encouraged to enhance o ur classroom learning environment with
them,"
About II professors at Duke
used the ir iPoos as pan o f their
c urric ulum for th e fall 2004
semester.
Teac hers have found innovati ve ways to incorporate the new
de vice. from foreign language to
musical instruments.
Econo mics pro fe ssor Luri
Leachman sai d the iPod experi·
ment IS very Sllcl:css ful when lecturing her class of 300 stude nts.

Duke University officials are in the middle 01 a one-month evaluation
of the school's iPod initiative program . Duke provided complimentary
iPods to each of the 1,650 freshmen last fall to encourage creative
learning

For
example.
Leachman
records all o f her lectures and then
JX>sts them on the sc hool's server
for her students to access.
" In class 1 just keep going. but

the beauty of iPods is that students can bac k up. re-li sten. and
even make additionul notes:'
Leac hman said.
On a typica l lecture day.
Leachman said l: lose to 100 of her
students come equipped with their
iPods. many of which are recording the lecture. Be fore major tests .
stude nts can go bm:k and review
pre vious lessons.
"I use my iPod primari ly for
music." Mc Laughlin s'lid . "Must
students use their iPods to huuse

SEE iPod • Page 12

All Students attending the 2005 summer semester and intersted in
s ummer financial aid should complete an Online Summer Financial
Aid Appliction.
• Applications will be available April 4, 2005 at
www.colum.edulsfs
• The deadline will be June 1,2005.

•

You will be notified by email of your summer
financial aid eligibility.

•

Don't delay! Some aid is available on a first come
first serve basis.

For more financi"l aid information visit:
Student Financial Services at www.colum.edu/sfs
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continued from page 11

their music collection and are less
concerned about academic pur-

poses,"
Duke officials agree it's hard to
know exactly who's doing what
with their iPod, but point o ut there
are currently only II courses that
have integrated the technology.
"Yeah they are being used as

MP3 players. but at the same time
students are uploading commen·
tary from professors. recording

lect ures and

using

them

as

portable hard drives," Menzies
said. "We are encouraging crcative uses for the technology on
campus,"

Starting thi s fall, Drexel
University in Philadelphia will
also be joining the iPod initiative.
About 50 students in the
Education
Department
will
receive newer versions, which
can display digital pictures as

well as play music.
"Our students will download
schedules. calendars. weekly
updates and so on. all while being
able to carry the content around
with them," said William Lynch.
director of the School of
Education at Drexel.
Lynch said the school will
cover the cost.
"No student fees or tuition will
go toward the purchase." he said.

Duke officials are currently
conducting a one-month evaluation to assess the potential of the
iPod program.
The Center for Instructional
Technology is working with faculty and students to gather information.
According to CIT, officials are
looking to identify the successes
of the integration of the iPod, and
any improvements or innovations

that could be made to the pr0-

gram.
The study should be finished
by mid-April and will help deter,
mine how Duke uses the iPod initiative in the fall .
" Anything that makes you
rethink how you're presenting
material or revisit what you're
doi ng is a worthwhile exercise,"
Leachman said. "If not, learning
would become stale."

,
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Musical k
moe ery
BY JAMIE MURNANE/A&E EDITOR

Ever since The Strokes
emerged on the scene with
their greasy hair and worn-out
Converse Chuck Taylors, indie
rock fans everywhere seemed
to have go«en a whole lot dirtier. Literally.
Shunning showers for shows,
hipsters everywhere are not
only completely immersing
themselves in the music of
these grubby bands, but
they're mimicking their images
as well.
Suburban kids across
America are discarding their
Gap cards and scouring thrift
stores for just the right "indie"
duds. And I wouldn't be surprised if it turns out that
pomade sales are down worldwide due to the ever-increasing
bathing deficit.
Of course, f'm not complaining about music aficionados
ripping off the look of the bands
they listen to. It's not like if's
the first time it's ever happened
(And it's not like f'm completely
innocent. It's been at least
three days since I've washed
my hair.)
I'm sure everyone remembers grunge: The musical
movement that fed to kids donning flannel while they, ironically enough, resided in such

scorching locales as Southern
California or Florida. C'mon ,
we knew they weren't cold.
They just wanted to emulate
their heroes: Kurt Cobain,
Eddie Vedder, and all the other
not nearly as famous Cobain
and Vedder wannabes. (What
ever happened to Silverchair,
anyway?)
Personally. I was more of a
Bush fan at the time and f'1I still
defend Gavin Rossdale by saying he, in no way, shape or
form was trying to be like
Cobain.
But let's not forget gothwhich is now more of a culture
than a fad and will probably
always be present in our society- freaking out grade-schoolers everywhere and keeping
mall staples like Hot TopIc in
business for years to come.
When The Cure was In Its heyday, pseudo-depressed fans
applied white makeup and eyeliner to their faces while humming "Boys Don't Cry." Fifteen
years later, Marilyn Manson
fans were stringing metal
through their facial piercings
and spitting fake blood at innocent bystanders.
Clearly, indie rock is not the
first music genre to create a
look, and it won't be the last.
Clothing, after all, is a way to
express yourself. At least,
that's what I used to say to my
parents in high school when
they scoffed at my wideenough-to-fit-another-person
jeans. Of course, I wasn't really
expressing anything about
myself other than I liked to do
anything possible to be different. And, like most kids that

age, I didn't see that I was just
the same as everyone else
who was trying to be different.
The one problem I have with
the current wave of indie
dressers is the pretentiousness
that some display. Just
because some people still like
to shop downtown for new,
even clean, clothes that don't
have rips or stains, it doesn't
mean they're less original than
the thrift-store shoppers.
Nothing and no one is original
anymore. We're just going to
have to face the fact that what
we're doing now has been
done before and will be done
again.
Despite the middle-class
Strokes looking as though
they've just spent the night in a
New York City alley, that look
does appeal to many people. It
worked on Drew Barrymore.
who's been dating drummer
FabriZIO Moretti Since 2001 .
(While the couple called off its
Valentine's Day wedding.
they're still gOing strong.)
My only hope for the musical
mockery of the future IS that
the next fad isn't Iron and Wine
fac ial hair. A fuzzy face might
work for the group, mostly
known for their cover of The
Postal Service's "Such Great
Heights" on the Garden State
soundtrack, but I just can't
imagine all the hipster guys in
Chicago walking around with
ZZ-Top-like beards.
No one knows what the next
thing will be until it's right in our
faces. But for those indie rock
hipsters out there, whatever
you do, don't lose those blazers.
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: Outkast have announced an ambi- ,
lIious
upcoming
project:
A,
' film/album combination that they '
: hope will stand alongside classic :
, rock titles such as Pink Floyd's The ,
, Wall and Prince's Purple Rain. The ,
' film will feature new Outkast songs '
: as well as tracks from their previ- :
, ous album, SpeakerboxxxlThe ,
' Love Below. The film finished ,
: shooting last October and is cur- '
, rently in post production .
:

Legendary NYC club CBGB, considered by
many to be the birthplace of punk, is on the
verge of extinction. The club, which reportedly owes $91.000 in back rent, is nearing
the end of ItS lease, and negotiations to
renew have been suspended pending the
past due payment. Club owner Hilly Kristal
also learned that his monthly rent is likely to
double to $40,000 upon renewal. All is not
lost, however, as Kristal has recently been
contacted by an unlikely benefactor:
Billionaire Mark Cuban, owner of the NBA's
Dallas Mavericks.

-------------------~
Joss Whedon, best known
for creating the "Bufty the
Vampire Slayer" television
series, has signed on to
direct a film featuri ng the
classic comic book icon
Wonder Woman. Whedon
was personally selected by
producer Joel Silver, the man
responsible for such films as
The Matrix and Predator.
The filmmakers have yet to
choose an actress for the
lead role .

._-- --- -- ----- ------ ---- ----- ----- ------------------- --Jamie Murnane - jmurnane@chronlclemall.com - 312.344.8565
Trllh Bendix - tbendlx@chronlclemall.com - 3 12.344.7521
Todd Burba - tburbo@c hronlc lemall.com .. 3 12.344.7086

Jungle boogie with Donkey Kong
New Donkey Kong game, 'Jungle Beat,' throw back to classics
By Chris Magnus/Copy Chief
In Donkey Kong Jungle Beat,
the newest 2-0 side-scrolling

The "jungle lands" that OK is
trying to claim ownership of are

action game for Nintendo's

na med

GameCube, the player uses
bongos to guide OK to collect
bananas and become the "king
of the jungle lands." The game
is the second title to use the OK

about 16 in all. Levels consist
of three parts: two exploratory
stages where OK collects
bananas (called "beats") and a
boss fight. Some levels last
only a few minutes, while others lend themselves to a slower
pace, but the game can be

Bongos and is more fun and

engaging than Donkey Konga,
the
music-rhythm
game
released by Nintendo in
September 2004. In fact,
Jungle Beat breathes new life
into a genre underused on the
current

machines.

"next·gen"

game

after

completed

in

various

around

fru its,

four

hours.
Still, each stage looks
superb, with many scaled to
make

DK 's

surroundings

appear gigantic. The draw to

replay stages is to collect more
bananas and unlock additional
levels, but how comfortable the
player is with using the bongos
will determine how often the

game is played.
Tapping on either bongo will
make OK run in that direction ,

Controlling
OK becomes
addictive and
the levels do a good job of

respectively. How fast the player taps determines the speed

OK will run . Tapping both bongos at the same time will make
him jump, while a clap will
make him contextually grab
items, enemies or dodge boss
attacks.

keeping

Stages

the

action

feature

va ried,

the

usual

setups: sliding on snow, jumping over fire and swimming
under water-bu t the re are
also levels spent racing on the

The bongos work respon-

sively, and the clap sensor can
be fine-tuned to different
degrees of sensitivity. The

backs
of beasts
and falling through gelatin .
They all have a fresh feel to
them and aren't lengthy or difficult enough to become repetitive. The bosses at the end of
the levels get recycled for the
last eight stages of the game,
with only a slight strategy twist
and a name change differentiating them from the previous

showdown . The boss fights
aren't too difficult, especially
once their weakness is discovered , although the first time
through some weaknesses
aren't so easily noticed and a

learning curve for using the

bongos is between 30 and 40
minutes, about the first three
levels, but it soon becomes
second nature to combo OK
number of bananas he collects,

defeat sends OK back to the
beginning of the level.
Donkey Kong Jungle Beat

Players get combos by transferring the aspiring heir to the
jungle from object to object via
springy foliage, giant bubbles,
helpful birds and narrow vertical passages. The longer he is
kept in the air, the greater the

GameCube owners looking for
a truly different take on an
almost forgotten genre of video
games. The game is a blast to
play (but in short spurts to avoid
wrist fatigue). Still, a few more

through stages and multiply the

warrants

close

look

for

levels with o,riginal bosses
would have made it a must-buy

value of each banana he col -

lects. Combos are the only way

and helped ensure that this
Beat goes on.

to collect enough bananas to
earn sh inier crests and unlock

ckne

a

EGG DONORS NEEDED

COMPENSATION $5000
Help create a fam ily for an infertile couple in our
anonymous egg donor program. We promise the
most positive experience with CEO.
Local Physicians available. Cal1 us if you are:

TI;t'

Center

for

EG'G

Options

• Female between 20-30 years old
• A healthy, non-smoker

LtC

For information ca11

The Center for Egg Options

847-656-8733

Illinois, LLC info@egg411 .com

or 773-490-EGGS

www.egg411 .com

Apartment & Roommate Marketplace

PlJNK ROCK
NIONDAVS
.8 (Jj]@[K 8~~[fl

FREEcP OOL
DELILAHSCHICAGO.COM

-

..........---..---~--..
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1-877-FOR-RENT
Chimgo&
All U.S. Cities

I.A:ll1gTerm
Short Term

List Apar'tmellts
ROOIlIS Jiree

&

lI\u'Oished & Unfhrnished
'1

www.sublet.com
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V isual Resource Department
62 3 S. Wabash, room 7'9
Label all work!
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Exhibit opening
and awards presentation
at 5:3 0 pm In the
loth Hoor ga ll ery and
exhibit cases,

623 S. Wabash bld.
through May 6th

~
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All jazzed up at the Art Institute
The Chicago Jazz Ensemble gets better with age
By Jeff Oanna/News Editor
In the jazz world, age ain't
nothin' but a number, On March
19, several of Chicago's oldest

tivating player, Hobbling across
the stage, Jackson appeared
vulnerable, But once he took

last. His simple blues riffs
sounded like the warm scratchy
sounds of an old 78 rpm record

and most influential tenor sax

his seat and softly sputtered the

and were a reminder that some-

players proved that by blowing
up a storm with the Chicago
Jazz Ensemble in the Great
Chicago Tenor Saxes at the Art
Institute's
Rubloff
Auditorium , 230 S.
Columbus Drive.
Under the direction
of trumpeter Jon
Faddis, the CJE,
Columbia's resident

smokey opening notes 01 the
standard late-night ballad,
"Body and Soul," it was obvious
he was in top form ,

times less is more, On the uptempo Louis Armstrong classic
"Struttin' With Some Barbecue,"
Jackson's singing evoked
Satchmo's husky chant
and a smile never left his
face.
Griffin also put on quite a
show, playing in a more
relaxed style than in his
early days, He made his

jazz ensemble, put on

first appearance of the

a two-and-a-half-hour
show demonstrating
the orchestra's versatility and offering a
sample of jazz history
from the 1920s to the
1960s,
The
ensemble
couldn 't have found
better guest soloists to
pay homage to jazz's
evolution than tenor
saxmen
Johnny
Griffin , Ira Sullivan,
Von Freeman , Franz
Jackson and Eric
Alexander. While their ·
co mbined age is
about 360, the guest
performers demon· I ~~~~::=.~~~~~~~~::.:..
strated that jazz is like L
The living legend, who began
a fine wine that only gets better
with age.
his career playing with the likes
At almost 93, Franz Jackson of pianist Fats Waller and trumwas the eldest member of the peter Roy Eldridge, played like
group and by far the most cap - any note could have been his

__

night by shuffling onto the
stage to share the spotlight
with CJE vocalist Bobbi
Wilsyn. For his solo, he
pertormed his own "When
We Were One," a downtempo
number
that
showed restraint in his
playing,
Typically known for his
lightning-fast runs, Griffin
played in a more lyrical
soul-jazz
mode
that
emphasized his legato
phrasing. Though his tone
was somewhat muted, the
orchestra was able to sup·
port the song's sweeping
arrangement, and Griffin
~ had a few opportunities to
show off his chops.
The three othe r saxmen
played with fire, On saxophonist Sonny Sitt's '1"he Eternal
Triangle ,"
Alexander,
the
youngest of the bunch at 36,

paid his debt to the great saxophonists from Charlie Parker to
John Coltrane, blowing through
the tune's chord changes with
speed and precision.
Sullivan took on one of the
more adventurous tunes of the
evening, pianist Horace Silver's
mid· tempo classic, "Nica's
Dream," and Freeman turned
out a moving rendition of "Stella
by Starlight."
The show was capped off by
a full-band pertormance of the
Count Basie staple "Jumpin' at
the Woodside" taken at nearly
double its standard tempo, during which the guest tenormen
had ample time to flaunt their
improvisational skills. Each
played an extended solo before
all trading eights and fours on
the chorus.
Even though, technically, the
soloists were playing the same
song, their collective ideas bled
into one another, creating dis·
sonance that was simply capti·
vating. It was a sound that combined 80 years of jazz experience and reminded the audience that while styles have
changed in time, the art of
improvisation always comes
from the heart,
In the first half of the program,
the CJE also pertormed several
numbers without the guests,
which served to emphasize the
band's versatility. Tenor sax
player Pat Mallinger did a fine
job of avoiding John Coltrane's

ICJ)
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COLUMBIA COLLEGE CHICAGO'S FILM & V IDEO DEPARTMENT PRESENTS

TAKE 1 FIlMFE5T IV AL
A JURI ED FESTIVAL FEATURING THE 8EST OF PRODUCTION 1 AND PRODUCTION 2 STUDENT FILMS

style during his solo on '1"he
John Coltrane Suite," a th ree
part piece that alternated
between bright swing and midtempo blues, And tenor sax
player, Rob Denty, played an
understated solo that ended the
fi rst half of the show on a high
note.
But nothing could have taken
the glory away from Griffin ,
Sullivan, Freeman, Jackson
and Alexander. Their masterful
playing was a testament to the
vitality of jazz a century after its
creation.

IAI &1 EI
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Th eir mini ma l approach

d ri ve r told us
th at Austin ,
Texas , has
only 535
cabs in th e entire city.
Th at is pro bably less
th an the numb er owned
by ju st one cab compa ny
in Chica go. And for one

to insane ly ene rge tic ,

bluesy rock ca ught the
attention of labels and
ca tapulted th eir career.
Sal es of their third
album , White Blood
Cells , boomed after its
re lease late r that sum me r (a nd an eve n larger

duo The like Young
played to a packed
crowd at F riends , a
sma ll venue in the ce n-

te r of Sixth Stree t, the
main stri p of bars and
venues throug h downtow n Austin .

week in M arch , Au stin

re- re lease from signing

cab drivers are up day
and nig ht to accommodate th e ru sh of more
th an 8,000 peop le who
visit th eir city (The li ve
Music Capitol of the
World ) for th e annual ,
intern ati onall y recognized So uth by
So uth wes t Music
Conference and Festival.
Au stin, whic h has hosted SXS W since its
in cep ti on in 1987, is
peg ged as the city with

to V 2 Records in 2002 .)

or Canadian drum a nd

Voca li st/guita rist Joe
Ziemba said that he and
his wi fel ba nd mate ,
Amanda , couldn 't be
happier wi t h their expe rience at SXSW 2005.
thei r first time playi ng
the festival.
"I went in expecting
the worst- snobs, industry politics , etC. -an d
was pleasantly surprised
by the positi ve at mosphe re ," Ziemba sai d.

bass duo Death from
Above 1979, as they
played multiple shows
and stirred the most

"I'm sure some of the
more unattractive
a spe cts of the music
indus try we re present ,

th e mos t mu sic ve nues

buzz .

but we didn 't see it.
Eve ryone seemed to be
havi ng a good time and
peop le we re the re fo r

and nightclubs th an any
other. Eve ry year, th e
cit y acc ommod ates a

la rge number of mu sicia ns, la bel ow ne rs,

magazine publishers and
music geeks who flock
to see th e mo re th an
1,300 acts that range
fr,om rock ' n' roll legends
like Elvis Costello , to
R&B divas like Erykah
Badu , to Chicago bands
that have yet to find
national recognition , like
Chicago's Scotland Yard
Gospel Choir.
SXSW encompasses
music from all genres
and levels . Though the
festi val originated as a
"conference and festival
for entertainment and
related media industry
professionals ," the number of professionals rival
the number of fans (like
us) willing to travel and
pay the $545 badge fee
(thank you , student
loans) to get into all the
~ hows .

' \ " The festival works well
:{ for bands of all sizes ,
particularly those who
already have some buzz.
In 2001 , The White
Stripes played a show at
, a hole-In-the-wall venue
no la rge r th an the Hokln
Center, called Room 710.

Other musicians credit-

ed as bei ng "the next big
thing" at SXSW include
Beck, Th e Da rkne ss ,
and last year, Franz
Ferd inand .
Th is year, it wa s hard
to ig nore Briti sh band s
Bloc Party and Ka sa bi an

Aft er playing o nce last
year as a n unsigned
band , DFA 197 9 played

shows three o ut of th e
four days at this yea r's
fe sti val.
"It's we ird-whe n
you' re there and you
do n't have a re co rd deal,
it makes a lot of sen se
to be there becau se
you ' re trying to be
heard, and it's good
exposure ," DFA 1979
bassist Jesse Keeler
said .
"All the indu stry people
are there to see you ,
and then they can see
each other, and how
they react to you , and if
it's positive , then they're
like, 'Oh shit. I better do
something! ' When you
already have a record
deal, then you ' re like a
show pony for your
record label. You play
their showcases , which
are pretty much saying ,
'Look at all the good
things we 're doing .'"
As this year's attendance rate was so high ,
getting in to see bands
like DFA 1979 required
long waits In line ,
depending on the si ze of
the venue and amount of
hype surrounding the band.
Chicago-based pop

music. "

Th e li ke Young we re
as ked to playas part of
Lookout Records ' sho wca se , a nd were in town
fo r onl y 12 hours, just

enough time for them to
check out some of th e
daytime shows and
bands on their bill.
"Amanda and I felt
really great about being
a part of SXSW in general ," Ziemba said . "Just
knowing that our tiny
band had been asked to
take part in this giant
happening was a thrill. "
At some shows , the
industry sti ll outweighed
the fan base , such as
the Touch and Go/ Kill
Rockstars party at Room
710, which featured the
Omaha-based band , The
Gossip.
Singer Beih Ditto
noted from stage , "This
is the most tame Austin
crowd I've ever seen.
That's because it's 21
and over. There are no
children here. Children
are truly punk."
David Terry, the man
behind the pop solo pro]ect that Is Aqueduct,
said this year' s festival

(in which Aquedu ct
pl ayed two shows),
seemed to bal ance the
independent and ma instream bette r than
befo re.
"My complaint in years
past was that they 'd
have alt the se huge
acts," Te rry said . "It was
basica lly just people
goi ng down there to see
bands they really like
rath e r than bands they
wa nt to di scover."

Th e lineup of such fan tastic band s (i ncluding
the new, ol d and o ld but
newly discove red) was
a rr an ged so attendees
wou ld be intentiona lly
force d into mak ing a
tough decision. Most of
t he we ll -know n bands
played th e 1 a.m. slot.
On March 16 , Billy Idol
played next to Sle aterKi nney, but ac ro ss town
from El vis Cos tello.
Despite the overl apping
of good shows on the
bill , it was still possible
to see good bands ,
whether it was planned
or not.

The mi xing of both
fa ns and industry insiders made for interesting
audiences and gave
each artist a fair amount
of exposure , which is all
they could hope for
before packing up and
heading home-if they
can find a cab.
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Vanilla Ice
Saturday, March 19
Cedar Street Courtyard
Putting that "Surreal Life" exposure to use.
and rapping in a courtyard.
Jason Mraz
Saturday, March 19
The 18th Floor at Crowne Plaza
And just yesterday, he was opening for John Mayer
and selling "I love sex" buttons to 13-year-old girls.

MXPX
Thursday, March 17
Emo's Annex
If you haven't made any fans by now, it's a little
late. It should be made illegal to still play pop punk
after 30.
New York Dolls
Friday, March 18
Stubb's
Middle-aged men dressing as women is still weird.

Aimee Mann
Saturday, March 19
Stubb's
She started her set by saying, "I've been in this
town for two hours and ifs already driving me
crazy." Who invited her?
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Plastic pleasures for all ages, types
New wave of parties offer interactive buying experience
By Monica Tapia/Staff Writer
Many of us remember the
Tupperware parties our mothers had. The attendees (mostly women) would have a blast
buying colonul. matching plastic containers from a catalog.
But these days, some of the
plastic party options are far
more advanced (not to mention
sexier) than our mothers' multicolored ice cube trays.
The modern Tupperware
party has undergone a significant change since our mothers'
time. One example is a more
modern way of buying kitchenware in the privacy of one's
home. These parties. known as
Kitchen Shows and hosted by a
company called Pampered
Chef. are much more fulfilling
than Tupperware parties. This
is because kitchen consultants
host the parties and use food
they whip up on the spot to help
sell their products. Kitchenware
is often much more appealing
when displayed with delicious
desserts or tempting tapas.
Linda Jackey, a kitchen consultant for The Pampered Chef,
said the products the company
sells, while distinctive and practical, are affordable.
"About 50 percent of the
products in the catalog are
priced under $20," Jackey said.
"So women and men feel good
knowing they are getting top

quality products for low prices."
Annette Soto, a 29-year-old
Chicago resident, said she had
never heard of the Pampered
Chef parties until her sister
threw one that she attended.
"After I went and saw all the
wondenul products, about
three weeks later I had the
same consultant host a party at
my house," Soto said. "I'm still
ordering products from her."
The Pampered Chef parties
cater to men, women and even
children, as one of the products
is a children 's cookbook.
But these soirees are only
the beginning of the modernized home parties. For those
interested in putting plastics to
use outside the kitchen, hide
the youngsters (and significant
others) and throw a Surprise
Party.
Surprise Parties LLC, based
in Lebanon, Tenn., is a campa·
ny that serves women 18 and
up with adult home parties,
offering sensual and sexual
products in three-hour presentations. In the past, bachelorette parties were typically the
only time for women to get
together wth sex toys and
games to collectively anticipate
the bride-to-be's romantic wedding night. Today, women don't
need to wait for a friend to get
married to buy sex toys.

'We empower women in their
lives and their relationsh ip,"
said Angela Mueller, Surprise
Parties' multi-regional manager. "Our products make women
feel confident and more attractive."
While there's a wide array of
companies that specialize in
sex toys (and just as many
stores on North Halsted Street
alone), Mueller said her company is far more professional and
tasteful. And since participants
are comfortable with each
other, the in-home parties are
more enjoyable.
One of the most popular
products offered by the company is the various vibrators.
Surprise Parties also sells toys
for men, such as cock rings,
offering four different styles.
The night can be topped off
with a display of flavored body
lotions, edible underwear and
flavored condoms.
Despite the nature of Ihe
products the company sells and
demonstrates, Surprise Parties
remain tasteful when cateri ng
to their clients, who are, on
average, more than 30 years
old.
'Women above 30 historically seem to be more established
in their relationship, so it opens
new doors for them; Mueller
said. "And it's so incredible to

see their eyes light up when
they first see a toy they've
never seen before."
Typically, a party begins at a
friend's house, filled with
women and echoes of laughter.
The Surprise Party consultant
begins th e presentation by
passing around a list of products available, along with a long
pencil topped with a penisshaped eraser.
"I always heard sex toy parties were a blast; said 23-yearold Chicago res ident Jessica
Guzman. "And when I went to
my first one, the rumor was
true. It's not vulgar at all. It's

more like gossiping and sharing stories with your girlfriends."
Throughout the presentation,
the products are shown and
explained, with a few jokes
mixed in. At the end of the
party, the desired products are
purchased and taken home.
The rest is up to the customer.
Though the Pampered Chef
Parties are fit for men, women
and child ren of all ages,
Surprise Parties are geared primarily toward women 18 and
older. With either party, it's hard
to look at plastic the same
again.

-los Angeles Times

"RAUCOUSI CEmlN TO
HIT HOME WITH AlU'

Help create a family
Chicago's first and most highly
respected program is lookIng for
the followIng:
EGGDOHORS
$5,000 compensation to hea~hy women between the ages of
20-29 to be anonymous egg donors. Donors w ill
taitt medical ion and undergo a minor surgical

Seriou!. inquirie~ only.
GESTATIONAl. SURROGATES
Minimum "''''pensatlon $20,000. Healthy wornen between
'W-~ of 21-35 who hiM! given birth to at le.,sl one child.
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Odd Solondz
Quirky independent filmmaker Todd Solondz encourages students to break Hol/yvvood mold
By Trish Bendix/Assistant A&E Editor

why filmmaker Todd Solondz

Matarazzo (The Princess
Diaries, Saved!) as the 11-

scares people. First of all , his
work addresses offensive
material like violent anal sex,

year-old
misfit
Dawn
"Wienerdog"
Wiener.
Matarazzo's
performance

pedophilia
and
rape.
Secondly, he challenges view-

helped Solondz snag the
Grand Jury Prize at the 1995

ers to think about such mate-

Sundance Film Festival. The
movie was about adolescence that no one else had
yet dare to make, because it
came too close to what many
American adolescents were

There are many reasons

rial and decide why it is Ihey
might feel some compassion
for the characters who are

dealing with (if not inciting)
these issues.
But thirdly, Solondzs' films
. mirror reality, and that's the
hardest pill for some moviego-

actually living : bullying, rape
threats and peer cruelty.

"Welcome to the Dol/house

ers to swallow, considering
how many films replace real-

opened up so many doors,"

ism with fantasy and happy
endings.

rid of everyone was to write a
script like Happiness ."

Solondz said. "The way to get

Solondz is a controversial

Upon seeing Solondz, it

filmmaker, and Columbia's
Film and Video Department
thought his insight wou ld be
beneficial to its students .
When Solondz was in town for
an advanced screening of his
new film Palindromes, March
21 , faculty member Ron
Falzone
hosted
"A
Conversation
with
Todd
Solondz" at Film Row Cinema
as part of the Visiting Director

seems surprising that such a
small. seemingly uncomfortable man had written and
directed a film like Happiness .
He shares a likeness to Mr.

Program .

Falzone

and
Solondz had an hour-long Qand-A session with about 150

students in attendance.
Falzone noted that after

Rogers, with a faded gray
sweater draped over his small

frame . Throughout the conversation. he wrung his hands
nervously, slumping into the

nies based on their short
films .
horrible,"
"They
were
Solondz said . "I said to

myself, 'if I can't do better than

said my movies aren't for
everyone . especially people

this. I don't want to be making

who like them."

films . If I can't do something
more engaging, I'll cut my

As a successful independent filmmaker who claims.
that "the re are no rules."

losses ...·

New York

Solondz gave students a pos-

University in the graduate film
program . which he noted was
much smaller than it is today.

itive outlook toward a future in
filmmaking . After discussing

The comedy shorts Solondz

characters so dissimilar to
himself (such as pre-teen
females) Solondz said there
are no limitations on making a
movie.
"Film is democratizing," he
said . "Everyone owns a video
camera and could make a

He attended

created at NYU were well
received . and before he graduated. Fox and Columbia
were outbidding one another
in a three-picture deal to work
with him .

"The only thing I liked about
these deals was telling people
I had them," Solondz said.
The deals did not work out
as planned for the young
Solondz, who self-funded all
four of his films to date. The
newest,
Palindromes . is
debuting in Chicago April 29
at Landmark Century Center
Cinema, 2828 N. Clark SI.

engulfing chair, fiddl ing with

"I've always described my

his signature thick-framed
glasses.
"I simply offer the contract
we have with life." Solondz

films in the category of sad

said, "the good and the bad ,

comedies,"

Solondz said.
"Palindromes is the saddest
of all comedies."
Palindromes is about a 13-

year-Old girl (played over the

Solondz's

the sacred and the profane. I
deal with delicate subjects,

course of the film by several

Happiness in theaters, discus-

the more troubling parts of

differenl

sion sparked among mem-

human nature."
When
students

wants unconditional love so

twice

seeing

bers of the audience, carrying
into the hallways. The 1998
film is about a loving father
who has pedophilic thoughts

were

allowed to question Solondz,
he discussed his history as a
filmmaker and aspirations

.
about his. young son's friends. - from his youth.
"I failed at so many things
but contains both comical and
dramatic scenes. However, it before film school," he said . "I
seems viewers often disagree wanted so badly to be a musion which scenes are which .
cian but I had no talent. I
"There

are

always

two

wrote so many plays that

impulses going against each

were mercifully unproduced . I

other," Solondz said during

love photography but I can't

the event. 'There's a friction, a

touch a camera."

charge, which makes people

A Yale graduate with an
English degree, Solondz did-

uncertain how to respond to

what's taking place."
Solondz's most recognized

filrri was 1995's Welcome to
the Dol/house. a movie starring 13-year-old Heather

n't start thinking about becoming a filmmaker until he lived
in Los Angeles and heard
about students at University of
California at Los Angeles get-

. ting
deals
with production compa-

Solondz said. "I don't find
pleasure in thaI. I just don't
Google myself. I've always

actresses)

who

his methods on thinking for

film ."
A brave student inquired

about Solondz's small and
ironic

role

in

the

Jack

Nicholson and Helen Hunt
comedy As Good as it Gets,
but Solondz dismissed it.
"I won't go into the story.
That's not what you 're here.
for, " Solondz said . "I don't
know, maybe that is what
you're here for."
After the session, senior
film major Bill Whirity said he

was glad that the Visiting
Di rectors Program is starting

to progress.
"[Solondz] has got an int.eresting view on things," Whirity
said. "He's definitely not the

badly she decides to have a
baby. Solondz noted that he

norm. It's nice to see that

recognizes the controversy in
making a film that raises so
many moral and political
issues. but that he wants
audiences to work things out
in their heads.
"All my movies are love stories . whether it be unrequited

to bring directors in."

Columbia is making an effort
"Todd has really carved out
a very personal niche,"
Falzone said. "His work is not

like anybody else's, and he's
got a very specific vision . We

work with students to push
them toward that idea of hav-

love, forbidden love, or self
love," Solondz said.

ing their own vision and not
recreating something for the

And while he rece ives a lot
of critical praise for Sidestep-

Hollywood
model.
God
knows, Todd doesn't do the
Hollywood model."

ping unspoken Hollywood
rules , Solondz acknowledges
that he is oblivious to those
who condemn his work and its
questionable content .

"Some people say that you
know you're making some-

thing meaningful if you're
being told you're terrible,"

Falzone said there aren't
any immediate plans for more
visiting directors, but the
Visiting Directors Program will
be publishing interview book-

lets with past filmmakers
beginning April 1.
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Graphic 'Sin'-ema
Filmmaker adapts popular graphic novel for the big screen
By Todd Burbo/Assistant A&E Editor
obert Rodriguez is a genius.
If you don't believe it, his latest film, Sin City, will prove it
to you.
Adapting a graphic novel into a
film fit for the silver screen can be a
long and difficult process that often
produces mixed results. Sure, there
have been successes, such as
Road to Perdition or Hel/boy, but for
every hit, there is a Tank Girl-caliber
bomb to match. This is Rodriguez's
first attempt at the genre, and he
shows an uncanny knack for it; his
film stands head and shoulders
above any of the films mentioned
above.
The Sin City novels would seem
to be particularly tough to adapt,
with their stark, often abstract blackand-white pages, borderline-abusive use of shadow and silhouette,
and dramatic spot-coloring.
How do you adapt such a highly
stylized piece of work with the rabid,
obsessive fan base that only
comics and sci·fi seem to attract?
For Rodriguez, the answer was
simple: You don't adapt it. You put it
on the screen exactly as it is on the
page. Every ominous silhouette,
every wall splashed with thick, white
blood, every mutilated corpse-it's
all there, with a frightening new
world of sounds to boot.
There has never been a novel

R

(graphic or otherwise) more brilliantly turned into a movie.
To achieve this, Rodriguez used
the books as storyboards, and
credits author Frank Miller's vision
of Sin City as co-direction of the
film .
He is such a fan of Miller's that
when the Directors Guild of America
refused to let him grant co-direction
credits, he simply resigned from the
guild and proudly slapped Miller's
name on the film above his own.
Such a display of artistic integrity is
not often seen in Hollywood.
So, what is the story that a prominent director found worthy of such a
career-risking move? Well, Sin City
tells a few tales , which weave
together sOf)1ewhat like Pulp
Fiction.
The film begins with John
Hartigan (Bruce Willis), a cop on the
edge of retirement, risking it all to
save a little girl from a sadistic, politically connected serial killer.
The plotline then jumps 'to Marv
(Mickey Rourke), a powerful, disfigured brute on a no-holds-barred
mission to avenge Goldie, a onenight stand murdered while she
slept beside him.
Finally, we're introduced to
Dwight (Clive Owen), the most
straightforward hero-type in the
series. Owen's performance gives

Dwight a nobility that wasn't as
prominent in the novels, and it only
serves to make him more likeable
as he fights to protect his new girlfriend, Shellie (Brittany Murphy).
from her abusive ex, Jackie Boy
(Benicia Del Taro), and protect an
old
girlfriend
Gail
(Rosario
Dawson), from an army of crooked
cops and mobsters.
Despite their honorable ethics
and generally nice personalities,
each protagonist has a penchant for
horrific violence. Limbs are blown,
sliced and sawed off. Bullet wounds
are more common than dialogue,
and penises are mutilated in a colorful (even in black-and-white) variety of ways.
Th ere's even a disturbing example of cannibalism (as opposed to
the '1un" cannibalism in the Trey
Parker movie, Cannibal! The
Musica~.

The violence, though extreme, is
offset by a vintage detective-era
atmosphere, complete with campy
dialogue along the lines of "You fool
... you damn fool," spoken wistlully
to the back of a departing lover.
Such lines infuse the tension with
the perfect amount of humor, something Rodriguez may have learned
from his friend Quentin Tarantino,
who is also credited as a "special
guest director" of Sin City.
Can you spot the Tarantino-directed action sequence? Film aficionados everywhere will be surprised to
find that Sin City envelopes you so
completely that it's hard to remember to watch for an indicative
change in style. Fans will leave the
theater guessing wildly as to which
part was Tarantino's contribution.
Because they have a history
together (Rodriguez directed the
Tarantino screenplay for 1996's
From Dusk Till Dawn), the directors'
collaboration is no surprise, and we
can only hope for future projects
with a RodriguezlTarantino credit.
Whether they do more work
together or not, Rodriguez is likely
to become a very busy man in the
wake of Sin Citys release. The
film's stylized violence creates an
exciting mood last seen in
Tarantino's Kill Bill series, and will
no doubt catapult Rodriguez to the
exalted director/rock star status that
so few filmmakers can reach.
To put it simply: Robert Rodriguez
is a genius and the next big thing.
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ACROSS
1 Grounds
6 Electrical unit
10 Frankenstem
feature
14 Kofi of the U.N.
15 Fencing foil
16 Kind of stick
17 Unbending
18 Take the train
19 Flagon fillers
20 Prayer enders
21 No matter what
happens
23 Moliere's
hypocrite

25 litigate
26 luau dish
27
31
35
37

Jose
56 Took evasive

action
60 Warning signal
61 Capital on a
Ijord
62 New alum
63 City near
Anchorage
64 "The Good
65
66
67
68
69

1
2
3

4 Church honoree

5 Finishes
6 Certain to pass
an audit

7 Editorialize

8 Mother of Casto
and Pollux

9 Itty-bitty
10 Cursor movers

on keyboards
11 Drink in a can
12 Has a birthday
13 Ascended
22 Arizona city on
the Colorado
E arth~wife
24 "Variety" piC
Boot binding
27 Stereotypical
Construct
elopers' gear
Whipped up
28 Spoken
Beholder
29 Brand image
Prescribed
30 Brittle cookie
amounts
3 1 Gratuities
32 Mine entrance
DOWN
33 Regan's father
Jeweler's weigh t 34 Part of Panama
Jungian soul
36 BIll and
"The Odd
40 Navy
Cou ple" neatnik
commando
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'Ex files' closed

Crossword

Icons
Drying powder
Delicacy
Composer
Copland
38 Bright light?
39 Treble-pitched
woodwinds
4 1 Hindu music
form
42 Borge's
instrument
44 Bound along
45 Feed the hogs
46 Unfamiliar
48 Vegas lead·ln
50 Hilo garland
5 1 City near San
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43
47
49
51
52
53

SSS status
Laugh nervously
Drenched
Tranquility
Olds model
Bowling alley
assignments

54
55
56
57
58
59

Smidgen
Overlooks
Go fast
"La _ Bonita~
Delighted
Go-wlthanything color

Chicago is a small city. Oespite its many
residents and many miles, there's no way of
knowing just who you'll run into. Everyone
knows everyone else, and everyone else's
business. So I wasn't all that surprised when
I bumped into my ex at a bar, miles away
from his apartment and minutes away from
mine.
Exes are funny creatures. In short-lived
relationships, salvaging some form of a
friendship doesn't seem to be a problem, at
least not for me. But when it comes to
someone you were with for a long
time, it's not so easy.
After years of being atlached at
the hip to my boyfriend from high
school, Adam, I realized we
were in two different places and
called it off. He was devastated
and, even though I did the
"dumping," I was too. After a
few awkward encounters during
the past year, I pretty much
scrapped the idea of being
friends with him, until a few
nights ago.
As I sat at the bar and
ordered my second vodka
and cranberry of
evening, I saw Adam walking up. My stomach dropped
as he walked over to say hello.
He looked better than ever, happy,
well dressed and a lot more sober
I was
at
the
time.
than
We sat and talked for hours. We
talked about our life without each
other. We talked about music, old
friends and old neighborhoods.
But as the night drew to a
close, I real ized Adam was no
longer the guy I dated years ago,
and it wasn't a bad thing. I knew
th ings couldn't work out with us

again. Two breakups are plenty, and we've
both had our share of sleepless nights over
the situation. As we got up to leave, I wondered if it really is possible to be friends with
an ex.
"If you ever want a decent relationship
again ," my friend Laura said later that night,
''you have to scrap the exes. No potential
boyfriend wants to meet your ex, let alone
trust you to hang out with him."
if
she
was
right.
I wondered
So much time is spent with relationships.
Thinking about them, working at
them, being in them. When
these unions end it's hard to
just pick up and say goodbye
to someone you spent years of
your life getling to know.
As I debated playing the
friend card, I attended a concert with some old buddies.
People I hadn't seen in years
showed up, and I was having
a great time, until I spotted yet
another ex. When it rains it
pours, I suppose.
We got to talking, and I thought I
solved my problem: I could have
a good, platoniC relationship with
an ex.
Mer talking and hanging out all
night, I got ready to head out when
my ex said, "Hey, you should come
home with me tonight, to catch up."
It seems my "new friend" jumped
ship and swam right back to exboyfriend island.
As I stared out the back of the
cab on my way home, I realized
opening up the "ex files" is probably a bad idea. Besides, I have
plenty of fabulous female friends
to spend my time with anyway.
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Beatre.YDixon

SCOff'S TOI.D Me WHAT KI ND OF
ROOMMATE YOU ARL,HOW YOU
BRING HOMe STRANGe WOMeN,
STAY UP A!.!. NIGHT GeroNG
DRUNK AND BI.AST ROCK MUSIC
WHIl.e He rRIes TO STUDY,

Joe!., DO YOU ReMeMBeR THe

PROMIse YOU MADe ME WHeN I
FOUND OUT YOU'D Be I.IVING
WITH MY ONe AND ON!.Y SON
WHIl.e He Goes TO co!.!. eGe?

-Beatrix@chronic/email.com

Now,
all your incoming
calls can be free.

'-{t:ven the on. . from
Mr. Can't Take a Hlnt.)I-----

Unlimited CALL ME"N Minutes

*

US.
CelluJar
We connect with yoU'.
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Educating Artists for the 21 st Century
The Center for Teaching Excellence and the New Millennium Studies / First-Year Seminar Teaching
Academy invite all Columbia College Chicago Students, Faculty, and Staff to a conversation with

John Frohnmayer
Chairman of the National Endowment for the Arts 1989-1992

PRIVACY,
THE PATRIOT ACT,
AND YOU
Monday, April 11,20054:00-5:30 Collins Hall (6th Floor) 624 South Michigan Ave.
A reception will follow in Room 1107, 624 South Michigan Ave.

John Frohnmayer is a self-confessed "arts warrior" and radical defender of the First Amendment.
John Frohnmayer is also an accomplished trial lawyer, educator, and singer.

FIND OUT
HOW

-IUNIVERSITY CENTER
I! CHICAGO • LIVE • STUDY • PLAY

AMAZING

GRACE
REALLY I .

EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY!
'05 ·'06 Resident Advisors Needed
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~

.... ec.- ........
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Join us as we celebrate our 50th A nniversary.
S pecial Speakers:

Apri/10
Rev. Kenneth Olson, former Bishop of the Metropolitan Chicago Synod
of the Evangelical Lutheran Church in America. Jazz str'Vice.

Apri/ 24
Rev. Paul Lindahl, cu rrent Bishop of the Metropolitan Chicago Synod
of the Evangelical Lutheran Church in America.
Special Gllest: Rev Lallra King,forllltr interim pastor ofCbrist the King.

May 1
Rev. William Maloney, former Pastor of Christ the King.

May 8
Rev. Freda Scales, fonner intern pastor ofChrisr the King and current
associate pastor of Holy Trinity Lutheran Church, Valparaiso, Ind.

--'"

e lm·sf tlu! Ki"g Cium:/, iii located at ] 532 S. AfieJ,igt1ll At...... It is tl".- only
ELCA ch"rcl, in C/,;cago~ Loup cmd has a 10"9 history u/acliv;sm and dilXlrsit]f..

•
UnlYerPty Center Is . j)MtMr$hlp of
~~CHcaeoIDlhUil""""".

U.s. ...,... ............... .

11U2A.IOOO In~.com

Christ the King Lutheran Church 1532 S. Michigtn Ave., Chie>go, lL 60605
312-939-3720 ChiogoLoopLutbmns.com
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SPACES
THE STUDENT CENTERS AND GALLERIES OF COLUMBIA COLLEGE CHICAGO

ACOUSTIC MUSIC
FEATURING Woody Trio
nus CAli IS OPEN TO COLUMBIA COllEGE CHICAGO

Tuesday March 23, 2005
12 p.m. - 2:00 p.m.

STUDENTS. FACU LTY, AND STAFF. ARTISTS AND VIEWERS
ALIKE CAN EXAMINE MONOCHROMATIC MATERIALS ,
AND AESTHETICS THAT CELEBRATE AND CHALLENGE
OUR PERCEPTION.

623 S. Wabash 1st Floor
Hokin Gallery

YOU TEll US.

THE SHOW W1ll BE JURIEo BY SElECT CHICAGO
COMMUNITY ARTISTS.
1ST. 2ND AND JRO PLACE WILL BE AWARDED.
ARTWORK DROP-OFF DATES
MARCH 24· 25 AND APRi l 4-5
HOKIN ANNEX. 623 S. WABASH , FIRST FlOOR

EXHIBITION DATES

APRil U - MAY 1.1. 2005
C33 GALLERY, 33 E. CONGRESS, CHICAGO, Il 60605

QU£STtONS" CONTACT ElOISE DAHl. 312.344 .7663
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Hokln Annex Gallery
623 S. Waba sh Ave, first floor
hours: M-Th 9-7, F9 -S
Sat. by appt.

Pa er Echo: 6th Annual Photo Print Media Studio Exhibition
April 4, 2005 - May 6, 2005
Reception: Friday, AprilS , 5-7pm
Paper Echo is an exhibition of student artwork in a variety of print techniques, such as, Van Dyke. relief, intaglio, cyanotype,
lazertran, and much more. The Photo Print Media Studio is a unique work area at Columbia College Chicago where students can
explore printmaking, experimental photography and nineteenth century photography. The Photo Print Media student curriculum
bridges the gap between fine art and photographic studies.
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Hokln Annex Gallery
623 S. Wabash Ave, first floor
hours: M·Th 9·7, F 9·5
Sat. byappt.

THE STUDENT CEHnIlS AND GAUDU,", OF COLUM81A COUEQ£ CH1CAGO

Pol heism of Gender
April 4 - May 10, 2005
Reception: Friday, AprilS , 5-7pm
This is an open call exhibition with artwork that responds to how society constructs gender, and how humans view
their sex, sexuality, and identity. Polytheism of Gender is an exhibition of 2-d and 3-d artwo rk that exp lores god-like idols that
define gender roles in this society.

Curated by Hannah Czehatowski, Gretchen Jankowski and Matt Ohm on behalf of the Arts Community Student Organization.

I
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Glass CURTAIN Gallery
1104. S. Wabash, flrst floor
hours: T, W, F, 9·5, M, Th 9· 7
Sat. byappt.

T)I£ STU DENT CDO'EItS IJiID GALLERIES Of COWMIa COU£GE CHICMIO

Axis of Evil: The Secret Histo of Sin
April 6-May 11, 2005
Reception & Gallery Talk: Thursday, April 7, 5-8 pm

An international exhibition thematically peeking into the depths of evi l through the print maki ng form of the postage sta mp
sheet. Curated and navigated by Michael Hernandez de Luna, this exhibition includes a sta mp sheet from the late Ed Paschke.
In memory of our friend and colleague Ed Paschke.
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HOKIN cocenanweav
CENTER

tEr

OF COLUMBIA COll£GE CHICAGO

C33 Gallery
33 E Congress, first floor
hours: M·Th 9· 7, F 9·5
Sat. by appt.

WHAT IS GREEN?
April 11- May 11, 2005
Reception: Thursday, April 14 , 5· 7pm
This open ca li student exhibition features 2-d and 3-d artwork in a variety of media that is primarily green. The exhibition
provides an opportunity to examine monochromatic materials and work that celebrates and cha llenges ou r perception of
what green is.
Thi s show is juried by Columbia College Chicago artist alumnae. 1st, 2nd and 3rd place awards will be issued
during the receptio n.

check out the-ealeAder!
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ACOUSTIC MUSIC
FEATURING Woody Trio

Tuesday March 23, 2005
12 p.m. - 2:00 p.m,
623 S. Wabash 1st Floor
Hokin Gallery
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Rush to an end in Schiavo case

I

n rushing to push a bill

des igned to keep Terri

Schiavo
artificially
a li ve,
Congress
and
President Bush ha ve managed to disregard years of
Florida's judicial rulings
and overturn decades of

constitutional precedents.
Few political developments cou ld be more frightening.

The case of 41-year-old
Schiavo ha s been thrust into
the national spotlight in the

' wake of her parents '
attempt 10 force a federal
judge- for the third timeto restore the use of a feeding tube that has kept her
ali ve for the past 15 years.
Her husband and lega l
guardian, Michael , has
maintained all along that hi s
wife would not want to be
kepi alive in her current
state, and the courts of the
state of Florida have sup·
ported his claim.
But social conservatives
have convinced lawmakers
that the case represents a
significant test of American
morality. As a result,
Republicans are eager to
jump at the opportunity to
st rengthen the support of
their religious base before
next year's congressiona l
elections.
Satisfying th e pro· life
agenda of the party ha s
taken on greater importance
to the GOP than enact ing
constitulionally·base d leg~
islation.

Doctors have repeatedl y
referred to Schiavo's eondi·
tion as a "persistent vegeta·
live state," but her parents
have frantically sought a
different ruling from the
Florida state legislature
ever since her husband orig·
inally fil ed a petition to
remove the tube in 1998.
Florida 's Supreme Court
declared measures such as
"Terri's Law" unconstitu·
tional after the bill was
forced through the legal
system. Still, in an orgy of
unseemly political grand·
standing, Congress has
stepped in and tried to fo rce
the feeding tube to remain.
Some
contend
that
Co ngress' actions ig nore
the sepa rations of power
written
into
the
Constitution . But right. to·
die opponents vehemently
disagree. In fact, they ha ve
already begun spinning the
husband 's intent into two
crue l words that grossly
misrepresent what is really
going on.
Those words? Kill her.

But judging by the rulings and actions of the state
of Florida, which is charged
with defending a husband's
legal rights while determin·
ing exactly. what is murder
and what is not, the protes·
tors are dead wrong.
By now, it seems every·
one involved would have
learned the lesson.
Neverthe less, protesters
and religious leaders have
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gathered to support the
position that no life should
end prematurely.
Sch iavo's eyes are open,
but those of her su pporters
are not. Years of court rul·
in gs have been drowned out
with denial. So too has the
sad truth of doctors sayi ng
there is no hope for recov·
ery.
While Michae l Schiavo
a lready knows the truth ,
congressional
members
can ' t resist the opportunity
to create melodrama. On
March 19, House majority
leader Tom DeLay of Texas
blustered , " We
should
invest igate every avenue
before'" taking the life of a
li ving human being. That is
the very least we could do."
That 's certain ly a terrific
thou g ht- one that we'd
hope to hear our lawmakers
keep in mind when they are,
say, considering a ru sh to
war.
But it see ms everyone
involved, particularly th e
president,
congressional
Republicans, and rabid,
foaming.aHhe.mouth reli·
gious conservatives, have
their own agenda. And in
supporting
what
they
believe would be Terri
Schiavo's wishes, they risk
setting a perilous precedent.
If our politicians gain the
power to make our life·or·
death decisions for us,
who 's to say what they wi ll
want to determine for us
next?

Chris GallevofThe Chrooll:;fe

A crude solution to America's energy needs
Guest Editorial
KRT
The dumbest argument in
favor of drilling for oi l in
the Arctic National Wildlife
Refuge is that gas prices are
too high. The simple fact is
that . opening up the refuge
won't change prices by one
penny.
For one thing, oil compa·
nies won' t be able to extract
any oi l for at least 10 years
after construction begins. So
the price at your pump
won't drop next week
because the Senate voted
March 16 to include a
drilling measure in the

budget.
More important , even
when the mod.est amount of
oil in the refuge becomes
availabl ~ in ) O. year.s , prices
will see no sig nificant
change because the price of
crude oil is determined by a
world market driven by spi·
raling demand in places like
China and India, not by how
much oil is coming from a
comer of Alaska.
Senato rs who use the gas·
price argumen t to justify
their vote in favor of drilling

are simpl y pulling a fa st one
on their constituents. But
their scam doesn 't stop with
that argument.
The worst way to approve
drilling in the refuge is to
tuck it into a budget bill so
that the opposition has less
of a chance to raise serious
questions and the puhlic has
less opportunity to learn the
answers.
It 's true that Arctic
drilling has been debated
loudly for years, but that
only means that opening up
the refuge deserves a sepa·
rate full vote by both houses
of Congress.
To their credit, both
Wisconsin
senatorsDemocrats Russell Feingold
and Herb Kohl- voted
against opening the refuge
by voting for an amendment
that would have stripped
drilling revenue from the
budget resolution. To the
Senate 's discredit,
not
enough of their colleagues
joined them.
Critics of drilling say they
will continue their fight as
the budget resolution moves
forward through both hous·
es and a conference com·

mittee that w ill reso lve dif·
ferences between the Hou se
and Senate versions of the

budget.
They s hould. Drilling in
the refuge wou ld be diffi·
cu lt, expensive and unnecessary. Even some o il companies see m to be losing
interest in the place and are
looking for more access ible
and cheaper places to drill.
T he best reason to dri ll in
the refuge is tnat it cou ld
reduce, however modestly,
U.S. dependence on foreign
o il. That's a worthy goal.
But dependence cou ld be
significant ly reduced by
cutt in g back on our cons umption of oil and finding
alternative
sources
of
power.
As it turns out, that's also
the best way to reduce gas
prices. Consumers who
want to cut back on how
much they 're paying to fill
up their ' tanks will do what
consumers have always

done: They'll buy less gas.
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Will Wolfowitz 'starve the beast' to feed the world?
By Mal1l. W. Anderson
Managing Editor

Before being spread abroad ,
thi s philosophy was pract iced
successfull y here at home. In an
effort to get the government,
with its pesky habit of regu lating
behavior and defe nding the common good, out of the way of
Ame rican busi ness, the Bush
adm inistration has adopted a
strategy known as "starving the
beast." To "starve the beast" and
dimini sh a government's power,
the. theory invol ves finding a way
to cut ofT its sources of revenues.
Thus, President Bush 's deep
cuts in income taxes in 200 I and
2003, his willingness to run massive budget deficits and administrat ion attempts to get rid of
Social Security.

If you look beyond the religious posturi ng, fondne ss for
secrecy, anacks on gays, efforts
to gut socia l safety nets, trampling of legal protections fo r the
accused, disdain for internat ional
treaties, disregard for the environment and will ingness to use
mi litary power to sol ve the problems oflhe world, you' ll find the
administration of President
George W. Bush believes in one
idea more than anyth ing else: the
power of capital ism.
Not just any capitalism, but
unfettered, unchecked and rampant capita li sm. Taking its cue
from the hi storical success of the
America n economic system, il
goes by many names: open markets. economic freedom, enl repreneurs hip , transparen cy. an
accep tab le climate for in ves tment. structural refornl, market
disc ip line and the like. What all
of these names have in common ,
however, are the strong ly-h eld
beli efs that human beings want
to make money more Ihan anything else and the only thing that
keeps people from being wea lthy
beyond their wildest dreams is
government .
Any government, any place,
anywhere.
This economic ideology places
profi t, especiallYl' the profit of
large ...muitin8"tionai corpora tions,
Meanwhile ,
much-needed
above." everything else. It sees domestic social serv ice programs
conflict everywhere and find s get slashed, military spending is
~ opportunity for consensus almost
increased, and corporate profits
now here.
are allowed to reach record levUn fette red capitalism and its els.
supporters see government as the
Unfortunately, after a se ries of
sole- Protector wh ~shel\Crs its....\. ~uccesstrs here at hpme, this line
ene mies. These force s include of reasoning is now being
Jabor, which helps make Ihe exported.
pro fit ; conununities and commuThe same logic believed that a
nity organizati ons that ha ve to perfect free-market environment
pay the soc ial costs that come could be set up in a libenued
wilh any economic system; and Iraq. Thi s belief, held by many
indi v iduals _who ha ve been neoconse rva ti ves in the Bu sh
wronged by negligent or crimi- admini st!"ation incl ud ing Vice
Dick
C heney,
nal behavior on the part of some Presi de nt
Sec retary of Defe nse Donald
compan y.

has exercised the traditiona l
American prerogative of naming
the head of the bank.
It's difficult to overexagge rate
how potentially damaging such a
move may end up being to the
deve lop ing nations of the world,
such as those in Sub-Saharan
Africa, Southeast Asia and parts
of Central and South America,
many of whom rely on supranational bodies like the World
Bank to help feed their peop lc.
But because they are large ly
fundcd by American cont ributions, the World Bank and its sister agency, the International
Monetary Fund, ha ve long
demanded that poorer countries
"open up their markets" to outside investors as a condition of
receiving aid.
Critics have charged this
approach actually ends up making poor countries poorer. and
nOI richer. due to the inability of
their governments to spe nd funds
on much-needed soc ial programs
in the face of austere economic
policies imposed by the Bank in
the name of the " free market."
With the probable appointment
of Wolfowitz as he ad of th e
World Bank, it is very likely this
trend wi ll increase. At this stage
of the game, the Bus h administration takes very few policy
decis ions lightl y, and every
move the administration makes
has behind it an ideolog ical purpose.
Since he has yet to be confinned for the job, it may be difficult to est imate exactl y what
his arrival will mean to those less
fortunate who must tum to aid
agencies such as the World Bank
for ass istance.
But one thing is like ly to be
sure: If it ever comes down to a
bailie between some poor country's need to feed its people and
the desi re to starve that country's
pesky government ou t of existence, I don't th ink I'd place
many bets on whether or not the
beast wi ll be allowed 10 survive.

Rumsfeld and Deputy Secre tary
of Defen se Pau l Wolfowitz, is
often lost in the news coverage
that fo llowed the war in thai
country.
Call it the ultimate fonn of
"starv ing the beast" if you will,
but before the war many in the
administration believed that during the occupation of Iraq, laws
could be put into place tha t
wou ld create an ideal climate for
businesses.
Forget Ihe fact that the Iraqi
people refused to take the bait
and open a McDonald 's on each
Baghdad comer or g ladly lurn
over every do llar of oil revenue
10 g lobal American oil companies.

What matters, in stead, is that
the tax rate is low, government
regulation is no nexistent and
new markets have been created.
And now this idea is in danger
o f taking over at an unprecedented rate wi th th e March 16
announcement that the president
ha s no minated Wolfowitz to
head one of the largest global
agencies for poverty re lief, the
World Bank.
C it ing the need to "refonn" the
agency, which is charged wi th
distributing $23 billion in development funds to some 2.3 billion
people worldw ide who li ve on
less than $ 1 a day, the president

Sensationalism is not impressive
Jennifer Sabella
Campus News Editor

As I wal ked down Wabash
Ave nue s ipping my mornin g
coffee on March 18, I saw th e
words "Sex on Ca mpus" blaring
across the front page o f the
Chicago Sun -Ti mes. M y love of
ca mpu s news urged me to pi ck it
up . What I found was surpri sing.
Su n-Times reporters Andrew
Herrmann and Lori Rackl
wo rked on the "Sex on
Campu s" se ri es for man y
months. TIley interviewed s lU ~
dents, went to co lleges across
Illinois and researched statist ics.
As it turn s out, as I was quoted in th e se ri es. Unfortunately,
after all that work, I found the
reporters still don ' t ha ve a clue
about the lives of college sludents.
Hennann and Rackl contacted
my coworkers and I to "assis t"

them in discovering where stu dents hang out and how they fe lt
about sex . We were told our
wo rds would be used as preliminary researc h, from journa li st
10
journalist. Instead, we
beca me chara cte rs in the
raunchy ta le that was the "Sex
on Ca mpu s" se ri es.
As I read into the piece, I
co uldn 't help but notice its b la tant ba shing of coll ege students.
The series, which ran March 18.
20 and 2 1, made a po int to make
us sound like hea rtless drunks
who slept w ith anyth ing that
wa lked .
This couldn't be further from
the truth .
I searched the ser ies for any
soc ial re levance or news ang le
and found nothing but references to a recent Tom Wolfe
book.
Even though the ir
mo tives are unknown, it is
appa rent that He rrmann and
Rack l set out to portray college

The Columbia Chronide is a student·produced
publication of Columbia College Chicago and
does not necessarily represenl. in whole Of In
part, the views of college administrators,

students in a negative light , and
they succeeded .
The pieces tack le three main
subj ec ts: the lack of importance
coll ege students pla ce on sex,
the dea th of conventional dating
and the view o f fema le students
about sex and hooking up .
The se ries went somet hing
like thi s: "I'm so drunk, let's
ha ve sex and never spea k
again," or " I love my frat, I love
U of I and I love sex."
I know many co ll ege st udents
who work hard, study hard and
desire a decent or at lea st s lightly hea lth y re lat io nship, it doesn ' t make sense that students
would ha ve sa id a ll these things .
Unless, that is, they were taken
out of co ntext.
Man y co llege students drink
and ha ve casual sex, but th is is
not a new issue and it is , b y no
means, how all coll ege students
feci about sex.
The series portrayed students

Editorials are the opin ions of the Editorial
Board of The Columbia Chronicle.
Columns are the opinions of the aUlhorls ).

facu lty Of students.

All text, pnotos and graph ics are the
property of The Columbia Chronicle and may
not be ,-.produced or published without
written penniSI Ion.

VIews expressed In this publication are Ihose
of the writer and are not the opinions of The
Columbia Chronicle, Columbia's Journalism
Department or Columbia College Chicago.
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$46,640
Amount that a bill
changing machine
came up short in
December after giving out hundreds
instead of twenties
at Bluffs Run Casino
in Council Bluffs,
Iowa. Casino
employee Judith
Roederer-Dillardwho made the mi stake in filling the
machine- has since
been fired.

1 1/2"
Length ofa fingertip
found 10 a cup of
chili at a San Jose,
Cali f., Wendy's
restaurant on March
22, leaving an
unidentified woman
ill and distraught
after biting into the
digit: Authorities are
using a fingerprint
database to aetermine the tip's owner.
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The minimum
!lumber of errors
fourid in study guides
for math students in
grades three through
seven in New York.
City officials recalled
the guides after discovering the mistakes on March 23.
School officials
blamed the mistakes
on an ineffective
fact-checker.

Choice Cuts

as wild , scant ily clad ani mals let
loose in bars across Illinois. It
failed to discuss the social and
psyc hologica l reasons behind
sexual promiscu ity or the fact
that thousands of college stud ent s ha ve been sex uall y
abused . Students ca n love sex
and treat it with respect at the
sa me time , and most of them do.
Being sexual is not wrong.
Being uneducated about sex is .
In stead of forcing hundreds of
students to hide the Sun-Times
from their parents and hope tlt;;!t
thei r gra ndmas don 't read their
names in the paper, Herrmann
and Rack l shou ld have ta ken on
real sexual prob lems in thi s
coun try: Sex offenders gelling
mi ni ma l sentences, the lack of
effec ti ve sex educa tion amo ng
youth and the Bush administration 's war against reprod ucti ve
freedom .
Now those are issue s wo rth
reporting.

Letters 10 the editor mUSl lnclude full name. year. ma,or
and phone number Ailleners are edited fOf granvnar and
may be cut due to a 1IITIIled space
Letters can be faxed to (312) 344-6430,
e-mailed to Chronlcle@colum.edu or mailed to
The Columbia Chronicle, 623 S. Wabash Av e., Suite 205,
Chicago, IL. 60605·1996.

Press releases
Chronlcle@colum.edu

Roamin'
Numerals

Adyertisements
Cnchert@colum.edu
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"Tbey were green
bananas-nottbe
ripe musby onesso tbey burt."
Crystal Senger, 19,
commenting on the
seven items of fru it
she threw at the head
of an intoxicated 17year-old who was
attempting to rob a
convenience store
clerk in Bismarck,
N.D., on March 22.
The suspect faces
charges of robbery,
assault and wlderage
drinking in juvenile
court.

The Columbia Chronicle
623 S. Wabash Ave.
Sulle205
Chlcago, lL 60605- 1996

"

Main line: 13121344· 7253
Advertising Fax: 13121344·8032
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The School oj'LibeTrlI Arts and Sciences and the Centerfor Teaching Excellmce,
in partnership with the Depart7tunts ofLibeTrll Ed"cation and English, presmt

FILM NIGHTS

& THE HARING CULTURES
ENRICHMENT SERIES
ALL EVENTS WILL TAKE PLACE IN COLLINS HALL, 624

s.

MICHIGAN, ROOM 602 AND ARE FREE AND OPEN TO THE PUBLIC .

MONDAY, APRIL 4, 2005 7:00 P.M.

.

Screening of "Witness Against Apartheid' (1987) & 'Last Grave at Dlmbaza' (1975).
Classic Anti-Apartheid Documentary. Introduced by Prexy Nesbitt.

THURSDAY, APRIL 7, 2005 5:00 P.M.
GOing To Graceland: The Art Of Creative Collaboration.
Dr. David Krause will examine the cross-cultural musical collaboration between Paul Simon and a number of South
African artists, notably Ladysmith Black Mambazo. in the GRACELAND album (1986).
Sharing Hlp Hop Cultures: A Place Where Global Black Youth Meet.
Dr. Stephanie Shonekan. Professor of Humanities and Cultural Studies will explore the cultural space shared by
African and African American hip hop artists and listeners.

THURSDAY, APRIL 14, 20055:00 P.M.
History, Memory & Story In Post-Apartheid South Africa.
In 1994 South African History began anew, political apartheid was over, but the artifacts and ghosts of this racist
system remain. How are the people of South Africa dealing with their memories, their stories, whose stories, whose
pain, their public & private monuments? Lisa Brock. Chairperson of Liberal Education and historian of Southern
Africa and Jeff Spitz. Professor & documentary film-maker. will address these questions in f ilm. sound, & visual
presentations. Light reception following the presentations.

MONDAY, APRIL 18,20057:00 P.M.
Screening of "Dry White Season" (1989) starring Donald Sutherland.
A commercial film in which a white middle class South African faces apartheid. Introduced by Prexy Nesbitt.

THURSDAY, APRIL 28, 20055:00 P . M.
Sharing Cultures: Personal Revelation , Pedagogical Realization and the hope for Politic
Sharing Cultures is a collaborative teaching project between Columbia Collegt:lwChicat~d'
Metropolitan University in Port Elizabeth. South Africa. In this presentation the teach"iijifgfel3n
Chicago will share reflections on the project as an impetus for change with respecHo the oel'celotie

cl~_~

/

-

rth',Afrli'l8;'lnfroducE~d !l]f~Lille~a;~SIt1liali/Dr Hyman Rochman.
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Become an SGA Senator!
SEEKING SENATORS FROM ALL DEPARTMENTS

~

N

Pick up application at t~e
Wabash, Office C) or dqwn
www.colum.edu/lea ' ..
Important
Applicati
Candi

20

Presented by Columbia College Chicago's AEMMP Records.

IPlmUlrnl .. 't~ . •

• '

AECOlttlS

~

~

Featured
Bands: Thunderwing,
Paper Airplane Pilots,
Che Arthur and more TBA ...
Thursday April 21 . 2005 @ Double Door
1572 N. Milwaukee Ave. Chicago.IL *21 and over

Tickets $8 @ http://www.tlcketmaster.com or
Double Door box office

Doors at 8 p.m. Show at

9 p.m.

For more info checkout http://www.rocktheages.org

ICAGO
REGIONAL CONFERENCE
COLUMB I A CO LLEGE CHICAGO
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Loving couple yearning to

art series about the human

have a baby. Help make

body. All types needed. Be

their dream come true;

part of a one of a kind pro

become an egg donor.

iecl. Call Daniel & Juslin @
773·407·7279

Columbi~

18·25. Compensalion avail
able. Contacl Dr. Morris al
630·357·6540 or
312·440·5055 Code: TJI216

CI~ssifieds

PRO VOICE LESSONS · AS
LOW AS $IO'!! Professional
Vocal Coach OIIering
Lessons for Beginner
Ihrough Inlermediale
Siudenis. Email:
liveliveliveagain@yahoo,com

Seeking white, nonsmoker

Chronicle
Classified Advertising

Deadlines
Your advertisement must be received by
5p.m, on the Thursday prior to the publishing date.
Rates
The Columbia Chronicle charges SO.25 per
word with a S5 minimum. All classified ads
must be pre-paid in full prior to publica. II d '11 bbl' h d ' h d
tlon. A a s WI e pu IS e In t e or er
of purchasing date

Projecl Della Chicago
Colleges· Visil

1997 VW GTI VR6, 5spd,
Loaded, 74K miles, Excellenl
Condilion, S6900.
312·4'16·5882 or
sklhiessen@holmail.com.
1212 Soulh Michigan
Avenue·Lel us do Ihe malh!
It pays 10 live here! Ask us
about our specials. Offering
studio, one and two bedroom
apartments with gorgeous
city and lake views.
Amenities abound! Contact

projectdeltanow.com for info

Leasing al (312)461·1 110.

OH, NO! TAXES,,' Gellhe
Professional Help You Need
This Tax Season for
as Low as $25'
domytaxesnow@yahoo.com,
312·566·0910 x.3

BEER! BEER' BEER! SIO ALL
YOUR CAN DRINK @
DELILAH'S (2771 N. Lincoln
Ave, Second
Floor) on FRIDAY 3125 9· I I pm
Support your local independenl

Chicago Job Fairs, Career
Fairs , Employmenl fairs, 0
pen Houses and more!
YOUR Chicago career
conneclion!

large quanlilies of beer! All pro
ceeds ~o lowards ' Pin Buslers,'

film community while enjoying
an independent short. His name
is Adrian . He likes to bowl.

Eur ail pass
Brit rail Flexipass
France & Spain Pass
Greece & Italy Pass

Northern TIlaiiand
T~.el aq tI'e srutI'em

Experioo:.e 1t'.eHr.e' KV.'aI,
rice baiIe. Chq Mii, e'aptIant
ride, hilltrile t'1l~ <rd ItIo

:l3i:ISlofA'ricaaniCJnlful

,,"" """1l '_Ira"lf~'"
to !he ~PIll V\ctMa f1i1 s.

Go'd:w1 Tnang:1I

froIn

$995
.
.,/

Support Adrian's righl 10 bowl.

ww.chicagojobresource.com

Three Ulays to Place a Classified

Ad

Online
www.columbiachronicleclassifieds.com.

By Hail
Send your typed or printed ad copy along
with your full name, city, state, zip code

43rd and'Waliace 3 bedroom
new remodeled appliances
includes one garage space.
fenced yard nice bldg in nice

area. $650 773 255 3458
JOURNALISM STUDENTS'
Good for Party, a lifestyle publi
calion, seeks smart wrilers wilh

Make $ 5$ laking Online
Surveys Earn $10·$125 for
Surveys Earn $25·$250 for
Focus Groups
www.cash4students.coml
columcol

a unique voice. Think some

and phone number with full payment to:
where between 50s Playboy,
Chronicle Classified s, 600·S. Michigan Ave., Vice, EW. We embrace conlro
Chicago I' (iODOS . • '
versy, provocalion, seduClion.
,"I- We are NOT obsessed with

By fax

Shop and Save
www.cheapgifts.com
Welcomes You Online

materialism, narcissism, and

celebrily worship of olher magaz
fax your typed or printed ad copy along
ines. Call Shreyas al
with your full name, city, state, zip code
312.498.4304.
and phone number with full payment to '" ~ FlGDRE MODELS
312134H032.
WANTED! Columbia pholo
grads collaborallng on f,ne

.Specials!

Market-Research Firm in
Downtown, Chicago seeking mali
vated candidates to conduct cus
tamer satisfaction surveys on

behalf 01 FoI1une 500
Companies. NO SELLING.

This is Columbia .

Flexible evening and weekend

shihs available. Call
312·640·2563 or apply at: 820 N.

THE

COLUMBIA CHRONICLE

Franklin, M-F from 10am-4pm.

your paper. your news. your voice .

Week of April,4 - 8

soups

Individual Cuban Chicken Pizza................J4.25

monday

turkey Wild Rice

Grilled Cheese Sandwich.............................J4.25

tuesday

small soup and potato chips.

Chicken Gumbo
wednesday

Cheddar Broccoli

Chicken Parmagiana Flatbread Panini...... J4.0(
baked chicken breast tomato marinara and
mozzarella. served with potato chips.

thursday

Carrot Herb

the underground cafe
basement - 600 south michigan

"22
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Historical Society displays
a century of teen fashion
o

Exhibit marks milestones such as weddings, graduations through attire

By Stephanie Rycraw
Stan Wnter

teen's life," sa id Je nnifer Jones.

The
C hi cago
Hi sto ri ca l
Society is ce lebrating more than
a ce ntury worth of stap les in
teenage fa shio n with its ex hib it
"Coming of Age," which runs
'hrough April 17.
The exhibit documents an
assortmen t of c lo the s that
chronicle pivotal moment s and
riles of pa ssage in a tecn's life.
wit h ou tfit s ran gi ng fr o m a
graduation gown to a sports uni form .
" II 's a small encla ve of different clothing that mark s sig nifi ca nt changes that occur in a

marketing and communications
mana ger for The C hi cago

Historical Society.
The exhibit mark s milestone s
for teens, but it also offers milesto nes in the hi sto ry of fashion.
On di sp lay is an examp le of a
girl's graduation d ress. a white
two-piece cotton number from
the early 1900s. The o utfit
stands in stark co nt rast to the
trad iti onal cap and gow n atti re
found at modern grad uatio n ceremonies, attire that debuted in
1908 at Englewood High
School. The sc hoo l reportedly
decided on thi s practice of unl -

Courtesy Chicago Historical Society

The Chicago Historical Society's 'Com ing of Age' exhibit
takes a look at milestones in teenage life through clothing
from the last century. The exhibit runs Ihrough April 17.

fo rmity so that students who
weren't ab le to afford forma l
allire could st ill participate.
Al so featu red are clothes that
celebrate landmarks suc h as the
soc ial debut of a C hicago teen .
A debutante dress wo rn in 1961.
by Heather Morgan. wife of former C hi cago Mayor Michae l
Bilandic. is on display. Al so fealUred is a U.S. Navy unifo rm of
blue woo l pants and a white cotto n T- shirt , complete wi th a
whi te sa ilor 's hat with the name
" Bill y" in sc ribed o n it: the uni form was worn at a Gay Prid e
Parade in 200 I.
Timoth y Long, assistant cu ra tor o f cos tumes at C HS , said
that a tl of these articles tell stone s.
"C lut hing can be used as a
lan guage of hi story," Long said .
Dianne Erpenbach, a fa cu lt y
member
of
the
Art s ,
Enterta1nment
and
Management Department at
Co lumbia . ca ll ed th e exhibit
"ve ry perso naL " Erpenbach sa id
that while the exhibit is small ,
she think s the se lec tions convey
the impact clothing has on society.
" It was well resea rched and
very educationa l," Erpenbach
said .
"Coming 0/ Age" run s
through April 17 al Th e Chicago
Historical Sociely. Clark Street
at North Avenue. For more
in/ormation, IJisit www.chicago·
history.org or ca ll (312) 642 ·
4600.

Continued from Back Page

tion and sophistication."
fro m around the country."
"Game On" also illuminates R oberts said , "So me days we
Ch icago 's influence in the fee l we shou ld be a little conserindustry with loca ll y based vative. even though the college
Midway Games' 1978 release of pl~ns on ' heavily marketing
Space /wvaders and the 1980 this," The time: to begin marketrelease of Pac-Man . Elec tro nic ing the major is running out ,
Arts and High Voltage Software. Roberts said. and "t he heavy
t wo vi deo game developers guns of publicity and marketing
located in Hoffman Estates. are won'( be fired for thi s year,"
Roberts added that more than ,
there as well.
"The video game industry has 50 stude nts are inte rested. and
really taken ofC." Beveridge the department is "working o n a
said, "so what the museum is co ntingency if [the major)
trying to do is make people look attracts more students than
at the world of video games in a expected in [their] wildest imaginations ,"
different way."
He said that a video
Beveridge.
wrote all the di splayed facts fo r
the show. added
a long time com·
that the ex hibit
ing.
"T he re
has
aims at "looking under the
been a demand.
hood," allowfrom students.
ing
garne rs
growing for the
the o ppo rtuniincreasingly
ty to get a "sci·
influe ntial medi um ," Roberts sa id ,
e ntific look" at
the indust ry.
"Arguably: this "is a
Be ve ridge
gaming c ulture. and this
th at institutions
is a school that
Iike Co lumbia Courtesy Museum of Science and InduS1ry lets
students
author that cuIoffer student s
the technical know ledge needed ture ,"
for produci ng games.
Other faculty members ' at
Col umbia aim s to offer stu- Columbia echoed these sentidents not o nl y a sc ientific look me nts.
al the industry, but also a n
Dave Gerding. a fac ulty memopportunit y to make their contri - ber
in
th e
Interact ive
buti o n to the field .
Multimedia Program and owner
Members of the Inte ractive of Versive LLC. an interacti ve
Med ia Department feel that the solutions developer. said that a
proposa l is well o n its way to video game .major wou ld be an
integra l part of Columbia' s curbecoming a major this fall .
Wade Robe rts. program qirec- riculum .
" Entertainment software is a
to r
for
the
Inte ractive
Multimedia Program. said that substantial medium," Gerding
an inte rest is a lready building sai d. "and Columbia has always
fo r the major.
responded to viable parts of ou r
" We ' re starting to get e- mail s c ulture ."
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South Loop school
aims to interest
new music lovers
o Conservatory serves more than 1,000 students
By K. Anderso n
StaflWriter

Deep resonant music emanates
from the sh in y brass saxophone
in Andrew Carpente r 's hands.
Carpente r is playing for an
enraptured audience of almost
20,
but
the
Sherwood
Conservatory of Music auditorium could hold about 140 people.

"Sundays at Sherwood" is part
of the schoo l's new campaign to
invite the South Loop's growing
population, yet continu e to bring
in music lovers of all ages to
enjoy
what
it's
offering.
Previously, Sherwood, loca ted at
1312 s. Michigan Ave., held
only sc hool rec itals that were
open to the public, ye t they were
not especially designed for the

audiences.
The conservatory started oul
as an acc redited music college,
but in 1986 changed its focus to
communit y mu sic programming
rather than a degree-granting
institution. Now, the conservatory is changing agai n as the South
Loop quick ly grows around it.
Sherwood has about 1,200 students and more than halfofthem
are under 18 yea rs old. The

school's mission, however, is not
to turn out ch ild prodigies.
"We're trai ning the audiences
of tomorrow. It 's the engagement with music that 's important," said Darcy Walker,
Sherwood's executive director.
" I th ink the aim is for people
of all ages and socioeco nomic
background s to have access to
music
in struction ,"
said
Carpenter, a professor at the
University of Illinois at Ch icago,
who has been teaching at the
schoo l since 2000.
Sherwood's new focus is on
the whole community, including
adults and sen iors.
"Educa tion in the arts is continually under attack and we all
take it personally," Walker said.
The sc hool 's counterattack is
to make music an integral part of
eve ryone 's life.The hope is that
by engaging community members of all ages, more people
will take advantage of what
Sherwood has to offer.
There will be several summer
se minars especially for adults
and the Illinois New Horizons
Band has recently formed with
11 members. The band is for
those who are 55 and older and

Erin MashIThe Chronicle

The Sherwood Music Conservatory, 1312 S. Michigan Ave., educates more than 1,000 students,
most of which are under the age of 18. Anna Binneweg, a conductor with the school, teaches the
New Horizons Band, which was recently fanned for students 55 and older. The conservatory also
holds summer services for adults, while holding more than 150 recitals a year.

uses mostly brass instruments.
Timothy Dwight Edwards,
who produced an experimental
electronic compos ition that
Carpenter performed , stre ssed
the school 's value as a community resource and to music programs like Co lumb ia's. Edwards
ho pe s
that
co llaborations
between
Co lumbia
and
Sherwood will become more
common.
" It 's a great thing to have
She rwood here, and I don't think
anything co uld replace it,"

Edwards said.
Frederick Pickens, who has
been an academic counselor at
UIC for 20 years, attended the
Sunday performance. He moved
to the Bronzeville neighborhood
about a year ago and in January
fulfilled an old dream of playing
the cello after he received a flier
in the mail about Sherwood 's
classes.
"I decided that I wanted to do
something spec ial for myse lf,"
Pickens said.
Lessons for all ages and musi-

cal interests are avai lab le to anyone, no audition required. A
nine-week class costs about
$ 160, and scholarships are available. Sherwood has a performance space and hold s more than
150 recitals a year, wh ich are
open to the pub li c and a lways
free.

estate] product types."
The Library Tower will no t
jeopardize
the
architectural
integrity of the area either,
Li ssner said, pointing out that the
structure is goi ng to be built in a
parking lot and that it was not "the
case of a tear-down."
Being representative of the
neighborhood, both architectura lly

and with the res idents, is very
important to the development, said
Templeton .
"We wanted to remain true to the
area, but still bring in touches of
today's architecture," Templeton
said. "There are older stylings on
the outside while there is a more
fresh, new interior."
There isn't much concern toward

whether the units will be fill ed by
the time the structure is scheduled
to open in mid-2007 . Lissner sa id
potential buyers have been able to
keep up with the constant growth in
the South Loop thus far.
"Right now we're seeing product
absorbed well," Lissner said.
"Sales are keeping up with
demand."

TIle University Center is a big
plus, Lissner said. Yet, other groups
are optimistic as well.
Concord Homes is excited about
the South Loop in general,
Templeton said.
" It's an exciting, dynamic area
keeps
growing,"
that just
Templeton said .

DePaul University Library at
333 S. State St. On March 16 at
2:30 p.m. the student observed
the offender masturbating while
watching unknown female students through the book stacks.
The offender fled when he realized he was being watched.

became irate when he discovered his roommate had borrowed his first-aid kit. The
offender pointed out that he was
bigger than the victim , and
threatened him with violence, at
which point the roommate call ed
the police.

Libraries apparently popular
hangout for perverts

Man robbed at gunpoint

"Sundays at Sherwood" has
upcoming performances on April
10, May 8 and June 5. For more
information inc/uding performance and class schedules, visit
www.sherwoodmusic.org.

Tower Continuedfrom Back Page
~

development at Appraisal Researc h
Counse lors, a Chicago-based fiml
that appraises real estate, said this
trend does not necessarily mean
lower-end developments will have
to go elsewhere.
"What makes a neighborhood is
a combination of groups," Lissner
said. "'[be South Loop has a nice
diversity of residents and [rea l

Next time don't take pictures
Police arrested an IS-year-old
male and a l7-year-old male at 5
W. Van Buren St. at 8 p.m. on
March 20 for criminal defacement of property. The offenders
were caught tagging a Chicago
Tribune newspaper box with
spray paint and then taking photos of their work. Officers
reviewed the memory on the
offenders' digital camera and
found photos of their tags in
Millennium Park. Police took
the graffiti artists in for processing after they admitted to the
additional offense.
Library pervert at large
A
23-year-old
DePaul
University student reported s~e
ing a male in his 20's engagmg
in a lewd sexual act in the

A 46-year-old male was arrested
for public indecency at the
Harold Washington Library, 400
S. State St., on March 17 at 1:30
p.m . The victim, a 17-year-old
female, was sea rching for a
book in the aisles when she
noticed the offender looking at
her whi le holding a book in front
of his pelvis. The offender lowered the book, exposing him self
to the v ictim. She called security personnel , who detained him
until the police.
No, not my first-aid kit!
Police were called to the
University Center of Chicago,
525 S. State St., on March 18 at
1:35 a.m. for a report of simple
assault. A 20-year-old male
reported that his roommate, a
22-year-old male, had verbally
threatened him while intoxicated. Reportedly tbe offender

Grant"

A 25-year-old male reported he
had been robbed at gunpoint
outside of the Roosevelt eTA
station at 1200 S. State St. on
March 19. The victim said that
while he was waiting for a bus, a
car with four males of unknown
age pulled up and forced him
into the backseat at gunpoint.
The offenders beat the victim's
face and stole $500 and his wallet. The victim was then dropped
off at an unknown locati o n,
where they kicked him and beat
him some more . The v ictim ,
who spoke to the police through
a Spanish interpreter, made his
way to a post office at Harrison
and Canal Streets. He was taken
to the hospital, where he was
treated for cuts and bruises on
his face, swollen lips and back
pain.

-Compiled by Alicia Dorr
lhrough in/ormation provided by
the Chicago Police Department
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CIlYBEAT
Housing market
keeps growing in
South Loop area
o New condo will face library, "Superdorm"
By Alicia Oorr
City Beat EOtor

The University Center of
Chicago is about to have a new
neighbor.
The Library Tower, a 17·story
residential project managed by
Chicago-area developer Concord
Homes. will add condominiums to

the bustling comer at State Street
and Congress Parkway. The develo pment seems like another building
on the growing list of residences in
the expanding South Loop. bUl
interest in the structure's 184 condos has already started due to its
di stinctive location.

The tower's sJX>l. across from the
Harold Washington Library. is one

of the biggest attractions to potential buyers. said Mike Templeton.

vice president of marketing for
Concord Homes. because it offers
easy access to ente rtainment. tnUlSponation and business.
Templeton said the University

Center of Chicago and all of the
students in the area is al1.racti ve to
potentiaJ buyers as well .
"We like the idea of the donn

[being there]. It brings a lot of
diversity," Templeton said. " It's a
young, fre sh and dynamic area."
Concord Homes took the poten·
tial ne ighbors into account whe n
the
land ,
sa id
de velo ping
Temple ton. Its position across the
street from 1,700 students is not the
only matter they conside red- the
property is aJso located in historic
Printers' Row, an area known for
its architecture and history.
The initial plans for the structure
proj ected a relatively tall high-rise,
according to Leslie Gryce Sturino.
preside nt of the South Loop
Neighbors, a community activist
organization that has kept up with
the project. Concord Ho mes
worked with the group. the c ity and
other interested community organizations to tailor the plans to fit the
neighborhood's architec ture .
"[Concord Homes ) develo ped a
handsome building-it 's compati·
ble with the Harold Washington
Library but it doesn' t compete with
it:' Sturino said. " It w iJi fit into the
ne ighborhood stunningly."'
She sa id the brick struc ture.

DIvtd IIatdIThe CIlronicte
The Library Tower, a 17-story residential development, will open at the comer of State Street and
Congress Par1<way in mid-2007. A representative from Concord Homes, the tower's developer, said
the location across from the Harold Washington Library and the University Center of Chicago makes
it an attractive option for potential buyers.

whic h will include retail on the firs t
noor. will ··add to the quality of
life" in the area. The ho pe is that
condo develo pments ncar colleges
in the South Loop will not only
altmc t a more d iverse group of reside nts . bUI will make the area a
community to Slay in, said Sturi no.
"We want to see students slic k
around , or come back when they

The higher

education
of gaming
o

Musem exhibit offers visitors
look at the evolution of video games
By Josh KantarlkJ
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are done with sc hool ," Sturino said.
But the more than 52,000 students compri sed of slUdents from 4
area colleges in the Loop area are
not exactly ready to buy a condo,
especia IJy in the Library Towe r.
T he lo ft·sty le spaces, which
Templeton said have already generated interes t, range between
$230.000 and $700.000. Sturino

said this price -range would most
likely attract baby Iiilomer.;, potentially providing a big economic
boost to the area.
The South Loop has seen an ...
inc rease in higher-end development in recent years. Gail Lissner,
vice preside nt of condominium

See Tower, Page 23

